


- Doing the job | over 

by petal D be jail to know that a 

large percentage of our r volume i is in 

replacements. 

Scarcely a day passes that one or more 

of our service branches are not called on 

to tell somebody what.to do with doors 

that won’t work. 

In nearly every case, the trouble is that 

somebody — builder, architect, owner ; 

generally owner—‘saved money’ 

Richards-Wilcox doorway engineers will show you how toavoid all this, 
if you ask them. Their service is free; but it is worth money to you. 
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cheap door-hardware:; al the result is ~ 

that the job has to be done over. A’ door 

that’s improperly equipped doesn’t work; , 

and a door that doesn’t work i is worse than © 

no door at all. 

“Doing the job over” isa bie sil 

tion; hardware too light for.the work; « 

made to sell at a price; or aitkenly 

. designed for its duty. The right thing © 

even ata higher price would have cost less: 

‘in the end. 
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SOUTHEAST TRANSEPT, -LIVERPOOL .CATHEDRAL, 

FROM AN ETCHING BY LOUIS C. ROSENBERG 

The Architectural Forum. 
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The TavetPoo . Cathedral 
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N looking. back over the last hundred years, those. - 

who. believe that architecture affords a reflection 

“of contemporary life might’ find some justification 

thinking, . many that the Church 

from ¢ontemporary thought and 

for during that period the Church has per- 

-sistently Sought to express: itself in terms of Gothic 

architecture. 

sO’ do, for, as 

england is divorced f 

activity, 

But true Gothic architecture was" the 

un-self-conséious - and spontaneous, outcor ie of 

‘tain conditions, belie fs, 

organization, as toe of available knowledge and ma- 

-Today all thesé conditions are completely 

and to ‘continue imitatively use these 

architectural forms, to preserve intact the whole para 

phernalia of .a past mode of 

terials. 

" cchariged, to 

€ xpression, is to divorce 

be 

Photos, Stewart ‘Bale, Liverpool * 

of: 

modes of thought and social - 

| 

Ccef- ° 

ACE a 

ihe HT 

has been, except for a brief period of archzol 

correctness,, 

“Arc hitect 

‘chaliieatiinlay from life, is te create an anachronism, 

is to be guilty of an affectation, to disregard propriety. 

The -heated Battle of the Styles of the 

tury ended in a compromise, by. means of 

Classic idiom was accepted for ‘secula 

the 

last 

which the 

cen 

r buildings, and 

Gothic for ecclesiastical ; but whereas ‘the-Classic 

ogical 

handled, teflecting the temper of 

the times and‘remaining subservient to requirements, 

heing now refined and delicate, 

freely 

now coarse and vul- 

gar, now austere and now: sumptuous, according to 

its purpose’and the spirit of the age, Gothic has, for 

the most part, under the he: ivy, restraining hands of 

those in supreme ecclesiastical , authority, aimed 

throughout at correctness. In. this respect liverpool 

Perspective Drawing of. Liveepoot Cathedral Completed 

Sir Giles Gilbert ‘Scott,’ ‘Architect 
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The Choir Looking East, Liverpoo] Cathedral 

Cathedral. constitutes a break with the past, and it 

may be that it is indicative of a rapprochement be- 

tween religion and life. "It must be rememberéd that ° 

whereas before -the Renaissance the great churches 

"-were an impersonal expression of tlie age, Liverpool. ’ 
Cathedral is personal; there is nothing fortuitous in 

its growth: it has been conceived as a whole by- one 

man. And this has resulted. in a balance and-a unity 

which are scarcely ever to be found in any product 

‘of the great medieval church builders. Unity and 

balance are Classic characteristics, for in Classic 

architecture the -whole is always greater than the . 

part. It is this’ Classical quality of unity that has 

struck every intelligent observer of Liverpool Cathe- 

dral as its .ottstanding characteristic. Those who 

strove-in the. famous Battle of the Stvles were sep- 

arated by differences of outlook which seemed irrec 

-oncilable.” Those who. delighted in analogy, iti sym-. 

bolism, who .wished. this building to express§ some 

moral, outlook, who wished to find in art a reference 

to nature, who looked for a reason or a symbol in. 

every stone, sided with the: Gothicists.. Those who 
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The Lady Chapel, Liverpool Cathedral 

- deliglited in abstract form, in balancé, in unity, who 

refused to admit,-of a relationship between beauty 

and mofality, sided with the Classicists.. And so the 

two revivals proceeded, side by side, their adherents * 

satisfied that the virtues which they-looked for in 

architecture were incompatible. At last, after a cen- 

tury, it woild seem that, the essence of both of these 

sets of striving ideals has been distilled into a single 

building which will rank, when finished, with the 

‘finest in the world, and foreyer close the breach be-, 
tween the opposing factions. It will have achieved, - 

‘In. July,, 1904. 

indeed, what has hitherto been deemed inipossible. 

‘he: competition for-Liverpool Cathedral was won: 

- by Sir (then Mr.) Giles Gilbert Scott in the earlv. 

.years of this century, at the age of 22. The foun 

dation stone was laid by the late King Edward VII 

In another July, exactly 20 ‘years 

later, his.’son, King Georgé V, was present at the. 

service of consecration of the first part of the build 

ing.’ During that time the original design-has unidet 

gone certain radital ‘changes, thé most important 

heing the substitution of a single central towér tor 
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Southeast Transept, Liverpool Cathedral 

twin towers. Undoubtedly the design has gained dy 

this change, even if certain minor internal vistas have 

been sacrificed in order to give adequate support to 

the tower (he church is best seen, ‘perched on its 

rocky eminence, from: the river Mersey, and from 

here a finer effect of unity will be vielded by the Gne 

central tower than by the shifting and confused per- 

spective Ot twos 

referred to is’ an.integral part of- the composition is 

at_once apparent: from. the plan, which is, with the 

exception of the lady chapel and the chapter house, . 

That the Classic unity’ already - 

symimetrical about both its major: and jts minor axes 

. At the crossing of these axes is a large central space, 

-abdve- which rises‘the’ tower.. East and west are the 

two sets of transépts, and between them are the great 

porches. Beyond the transepts are the two exten 

sions forming the nave and the.choir,- the former 

terminating with a narthex, thé latter, with an aimbu- 

latory, and beyond; jutting out below the, main sill. 

level, a.range of sacristies. The suggestion of a 

Classic balance-and rhythm, which is se clearly indi- 

cated ‘by the plan, is enhanced by.two things,—the 
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The Reredos, 

_ bigness of the parts and the large, unbroke a1 wall sur- 

faces. The nave and the choir are each divided into 

three immense bays. , A- 

_ such dimensions would, have 

“number, But if 

precedents, jts strictural development displays even 

more noteworthy . departures 

only medieval church of 

had twice o 

from. tradition; and 

"deals with a problem: the handling ef which by Wren 

at. St. Paul’ s, has been the subject of, much criticism. 

‘4In‘any ‘vaulted: structure, in which the thrusts ‘are 

alive, the buttresses become the dominating feature. 

“THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM e 

r thrice the- 

the plan itself departs from Gothic: 

‘des igned St. 

- Scott, 

Liverpool Cathedral ° 

The very existence of the 

their 

building 

at’ certain fixed points. 

dizeval churches they. ar« 

intervals ‘from the main 

across from the miain to the 

‘Paul's he 

depends upon 

presence, In’ most me 

jutting out af regular 

“walls. 

seen 

sometimes fl ytig 

When Wren 

» have his wall 

aisle: oe 

was loath - 

sur fi ices broken up, and so’ he rset the expedient 

of .a.screen- wall aboye the aisle. Sir 

facec. with much the 

Guile s Gilbert 

same difficulty, has han 

‘dled it differently and, sonie may think, more suc 

cessfully than-his rival predecessor. The aisles are 
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. kept.the same height as the main arcade arches, and , 

above runs-a triforiuin the same width as the aisles.. 

The walls between the ‘buttresses are therefore no 

mere screening device, but are roofed and enclose 

the’ aisles and triforium. Above.this the buttresses 

.are connected by an-external gallery, and here, at 

this lével, is a wealth of detail,.on such a scale that 

it can be appreciated from the ground, but contrast- 

itig with wonderful effect with the, massive, unbroken. 

surfaces below. With such lofty aisles the clere- 

story has been altogetlier omitted, and each bay is 

liglited by a single -two-light window: in the.aisle wall. . 

In a vast-undertaking of this kind, where of course 

- all the money cannot be ratsed in advance, there are 

two alternative methods of procedure; the one 1s to 

- ‘complete thé fabric, carrying out the decoration and- 

' fiirnishing as funds become available; the other is 

to undertake the erection of the building, section by 

section, each section, however, ‘being complete in 

~ every detail? We have recently had instances of the 

.use of both methods. The Roman Catholic Cathe 

dral at Westminster, opened in 1903, presents. an 

instance -of use of the first method, Liverpool an in-/ 

stance, of the-second. There is now completed a_ 

little more than one-third of: the whole building,. in- 

cluding the lady chapel, the chapter house, the choir, 

the two eastern transepts, and ‘the space’ betwee 

=. 

— “~~ . “ . —~ 
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£300,000 and to 

27 

them, but this portion contains many costly features 

such as thé organ, the reredos, and the great east 

window. Despite the vicissitudes of a prolonged 

war, the erection of this great enterprise of faith 

has marched steadily forward since the laying of the 

first foundation stone. It is computed that the’ en 

tire cost will be approximately £2,000,000. The next 

part to be undertaken is the great central space and 

the two western, transepts. This is expected, without 

carrying the tower to its full height, to cost some 

the next six or seven 

The completion of the nave and the tower 

will probably take a like period. .It must be remem- 

bered that in peint of size Liverpool Cathedral will 

he the third largest church in the world, being ex 

ceeded only by 

Seville. 

occupy 

years. 

St. Peter's and the Cathedral of 

Its total Tength is 619 feet,.its width 197 

-feet, and its height to the top of the tower 342 feet. 

'But-it was never the ambition of those who origi- 

nally promoted the scheme to aim at mere size. One 

of the requirements was for a large, open space ‘in 

which a congregation ‘of 3,000 persons could, on 

special occasions, see and hear a preacher and join 

iit ‘acts of public worship. This requirement set the - 

scale for the building, which exceeded in, sizé the 

anticipations of the committee. Nevertheless, the) 

decided that even such a vast and costly building was 

Choir Stalls, Liverpool Cathedral 
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Elevation, _Eastern Portion a Liverpool Cathedral 

diocese, if its erection 

cost weré spread over a sufficient number of -years 

A red sandstone ha’ be ‘en used throughout, giving 

a . rich, red glow to the internal and‘external surfaces. 

within. the resourcés of the 

‘ ured by the quality of the emotions to, wliich it gives 

. Tise,” Liverpool Cathedral is an undoubted mastér- 

_piece. “The, entrance at present is through the tem- 

porary screen wall at the west end.. No sooner has 

«majesty of the place. ‘Fhe lines of.the: great piers 

soar up unbroken to the vaults, losing their sharp 

outlines in the dimness that the vast place encloses. 

The climax of the vista is the great reredos, 

structed of the same red ‘sandstone and thus becom- 

ing an integral part of the structure and: not a mere 

adjunct. Like brightly 

ture of a tapestry. 

mentation concentrated here and there rut through 

the whole design, all contributing to a deep emotional 

expression of exultation and serenity. © Liverpool 

Cathédral would tend to: confirm another abstract 

theory, 

of the unjon of emotion arid intellect. Fused into: it 

. tempéred by a supreme intellectual control. . 

and much more one becomes aware of ‘as One first 

‘to the full and overwhelming beauty of the place, 

dispelling once and-for all any doubts that may exist 

as to the capabilities of this age to produce-a_ build- 

ing equal to the greatest structures of the ages past. 

‘A modern building, just on account of. our in- 

If the success'of a‘*building is to be in any way meas-* 

one entered than one is overawed by the ‘superb -.of the heat is provided -by warm ‘air stoves. 

con- . 

colored threads in the tex-, 

the intricacies of the rich orna-. 

-we are -told, are cynicism, flippancy, 

but of these’there is never a sign jn Liverpool Cathe- 

ral. 

that architecture is, at its bést, the outcome’ 

are the.finest emotional qualities, but they are wisely 

All this | 

_is striving toward better and nobler ‘things. 

enters and allows the mind and the sensés to react’ 

creased knowledge, is necessarily more complicated 

than similar ‘buildings which preceded ‘it. A great’ 

deal of care has’ been devoted to such subsidiary nrat- 

- ‘ters as heating; ventilation, fire prevention, and light- 

ing.. For the heating a-combined System of -warm 

air and hot’ water with an accelerated, circulation has 

been adopted. With this’ system the heat lost through : 

windows and. at simildr places is thade _up for by, 

local. hot ‘water pipes | and radiators ; the’ remainder © 

{)n, 

account of the height of the Cathedral atrd the eleva- 

. tion of the site, special electrically-driven pumps are: 

installed to supply the fire hydrants. Among its elec- 

trical equipment, is included electric vacunni. clearing 

apparatus ;.equipment is of the most ‘advanced type. 

‘And so this stupendous undertaking , proceeds 

steadily forward: to its ultimate completion, 15, ‘20 

or. 25 -years hence. The characteristics of this, age, 

and ‘vulgarity, 

Is this’an indication that the- building is false 

to its period? We think not, for are not these quali- 

ties, painfully in evidence as they - undoubtedly are. 

just now, superficial? .U nderneath the soul of mat 

Liver- 

pool has now.become the gateway to England. As 

‘the grec ut ships. draw’ close, those upon them will see 

this: majestic, glowing -pile pinnacled ‘above the city, 

a- visible testimony of the fundamental ‘nobility of- 

mankind ; an .expression, as niagnificent as any that 

he has ever erected, of his faith.: A cathedral is, or 

at any tate should be,‘an always visible symbol ‘of 

truths which are themselves unchanging and etertial. 



* The ‘Women’ S Athletic Club, Los Angeles. 

_ ALLISON *& ALLISON,: Architects 

By MARG. ARE T CR. AIG . 

HE Women’s Athletic Club of ‘Los, Angeles _cities.. The activities of the club determined the gen 

is one of the most recent buildings designed eral first-floor plan of the building, 

by ‘Allison & Allison, and is ‘a splendid ex- in brief, of a rather formal entrance, including a 

ample of a hi ippV combini ition of beauty and utility: vestibule ; a large inner hall, used as a place to receiv 

Fo understand: sympathetically the: needs of a group friends; the telephone 

of péople, whether it be a club, a church or a school,- -desks on one side, and the elevator shaft on the other. 

“sand to express in a suitable building the unified archi-. A foyer on the second floor opens into the spa- 

‘tectural ‘consciousness * of the ‘organization with cious lounge, into the dining room, and into the 

dignity and with spiritual feeling, combining the va-  offices-and dressing rooms. Above this social section 

rious departments of the organization into a func- -are .four floors. of 

tioning. unit’ of ‘satisfying comfort, is. Not an easy completely from’ the 

task, but here it has been done with comprehensive | 

which consists 

exchange and information 

sleeping apartments, separated 

activities of the part of the 

house open to the more active interests of the club. 

skill. Every need has been given thoughtful’ study. . Fhe roof is reserved for tennis courts, while the 

The structure has been built in the business’ sec- lower southwest corner of the building is occupied 

tion of Los Angeles,.and’is owned and used by ( a’: by athletic rooms, which include a Pompeian swim- 

large number, of woimen who find it a convenient ming pool and a gymnasium. The French doors of 

center for civic and social activities. In the, midst the lounge open upon a walled garden which is over 

of a rapidly growing city, it has indeed becotne a  lookéd by every window and door on this side of the 

quiet haven where several hundred women are pér- building! The structure. itself 

manently housed, where congenial women gather for monolithic in type 

acquaintance, for entertaining of friends’ in small 

is of solid concrete, 

. and is covered with a light coat 

ing of warm gray stucco, applied in such a way as 

parties, and for the reception of guests from other to permit the form marks to remain in evidence. The 

moun Ong 

rien Samet Datei 

. Women’s Athletic Club, Los Angeles 

289 
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best period of palatial architecture of the early Italian 

Renaissance was drawn up for the greatet number 

of the details used in the ornament of the building. 

.Since it is a club for women, and has a specific 

mission to tulfill, a definite feminine touch has been. 

bestowed: upon the details of construction, as in the 

fenestration as well as in the pediments over the lower 

row of second-story windows; in the sgraffito work 

on one section of the facade walls, and‘in the-delicacy 

of the majority of the pillars and arches. ‘The use 

of sgrafhito on a modern building is not common, but 

‘when applied with skill, as it js-on this women’s club ’ 

house, it becomes an outstanding feature and an 

unusual form of enrichment. Sgraffito is an ancient / 

form of art that was practiced particularly in the 

fourteenth and- fifteenth centuries. Russell. Sturgis 

gives as a definition: “The scratching or scoring ot 

the-surface, aS of fresh plaster, with a point to pro- 

duce. decorative effects. Sometimes, in plaster work 

or pottery, the scoring is done so as to-reveal a sur; 

face ‘of’ different colors beneath. The process is 

sometimes carried far, even to the decoration of, large 

wall surfaces.” In this instance, the color that has 

been revealed beneath the darker material -is,of a 

‘reddish tinge, a color that corre sponds. excellently 

with the tufa stone used m the balustrades, the pil- 

lars, and the lower stone walls of the building. 

lt would be interesting to analyze the tine piece of 

consistent design appearing in the exterior. of this 

building, which ts a departure from the usual monot- 

onous, rectangular elevations that are usually em- 

ployed ii business structures. Here one perceives 

in the obvious division of the exterior a geruine indi- 

cation of the. functional departments: of-the interior. 

The stone entrance, arcaded with three arches, is 

+ 

Dining Room 

May, 1926 

flariked on either side by groups of-shops; a source. 

‘of revenue tO the club. . Thus the entire first floor 

‘is more formal and allows the ‘actual club quarters 

to begin on the second floor. ° This suggested divi 

sion 4s accented by a picturesque balustrade extend 

ing over the West group of stores and at the base. of 

the garden wall, forming ‘a logical outlet from the 

garden. The second. and third stories are used for 

social activities,-and this function is perhaps indi- 

cated by the graceful, balcony extending over. the 

three entrance arches which also form a dividing ‘line 

. between the two parts of the building; and by the 

‘sgraffto ornamentation which is spread over the 

broad rectangular spaces between the window open- 

ings. The wing at the right is closely tied to the main 

building by the parallel cornices, and is used far the 

business .offices. It forms an attractive design Ty 

itself. with its window shutters, the grille..over one 

_window and the line of dark openings in the wall of 

the third story screening an awning-sheltered balcony: 

\t the left of the sgraffito-decorated section is the 

second storv garden, the wall enclosing: it suggesting: 

by its simplicity ‘and height the seclusion, of the gar 

dens belonging to Italian villas. The balustrade, 

which also serves as a fire escape, leads to the outer 

‘exit of the.garden, In this manner,the architects have 

beautified the necessary structural features which so 

often are discordant notes in a general scheme of 

huilding, and: which frequently-destroy its harmony. 

\ simple broad cornice separates the- social unit ,.’, 

from the four.stories of sleeping-apartments’ above. 

The. walls-here are of plain texture, broken only with 

the unvaried, rhythmic lines of dark shuttered win- 

dows. This artangement affords ai appropriate .ex- 

pression for the exterior of that portion of the club 

Garden Court 
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house. Just beneath the gabled red tiled roof, top 

ping the entire building, aré the threé groups of 

arcaded openings that beautifully balance the first- 

floor loggia. The upper loggia is used as an outlook 

for a view over the widely extended, outstretched city. 

- The central arch of the ground floor loggia forms 

a frame for the vestibule, suggesting the charm -of 

the ‘club house, singe it has a painted ceiling afd 

potted shrubs that contribute, softening lines. ‘The 

handsome carved doors swing open into the main 

hall that is constructed with three different ceiling ° 

levéls graduated in height so as, to give a.feeling of 

‘distance and tov suggest a division of room space 

without thé use of walls which would divide the area 

As has already, been noted, the first division of 

‘this floor’ is into the areas fer elevators, telephone 

booths and information desk. The next division is 

used as a+ reception room,, where guests are an- 

‘nounced and inquiries are made. A tall Gothic bench 

together- with a few format chairs facing the main 

doorway reflect the dignity-of the room. . The ceil- 

ing here is formed: by exposed cement beams painted 

with rich colors in conventional design. The third 

‘division of this hallway has a lofty ceiling and in- 

‘cludes the easily rising stairway. This, arrangement 

naturally forms a little open sitting room or nook 

‘at the right of the lower group of staits that is very 

cozy’ with a deep, couch, easy chairs, reading lamps 

and desks. ‘All of these rooms are carpeted with 

heavy golden rugs that blend well with the carved. 

furniture and with the wrought iron ‘lanterns. 

The second story is devoted to the social activi- 

ties of the club. .The ample stairs. rise easily.to the 

lobby which opens into: the lourige on the left, into 

a writing room on the right, into the large dining 

- st BaueD k| at » 
iia. 

' Stairway in Garden Court 
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‘ adding height. 

-baleonyv, with a window overlooking the 

‘balcony .card room 

‘of this. heavy piece’ of furniture. 

201 

_room on’ the west, and into the business offices and 

directors’ room at the. head of the stairs. This second 

floor is manifestly the heart of the building and cen 

tralizes the important activities of the organization 
] he lounge is extremely spacious, the tall ceiling 

The furnishings are grouped about 

the fireplace, near the pr no close to the windows 

and in several The. architects have so 

planned these social rooms that are 

corners. 

used for general 

visiting, for.receptions and for recitals that there are 

the ' 

with fireplace, including little nooks, a silence roon 

smaller connecting rooms, such as cozy library 

that always proves a boon, and a card room on the 

loung 

These minor’ details of “design. bespeak an unde 

standing of human nature, as a builder must: le 

sympathetic: with the whims of STroups Ol 1)¢ pit 

who like to be a part of a crowd of people and yet 

be semi-isolated. The: stairway that leads to th 

preturesque, is quite and is 

harmony with the turnishings of.the room, the chairs 

and tables: Chinese red, the hangings of black, red 

and yellow. A small. dining room is also included. 

Phe main dining room extends across the southert 

portion of this section of the building. Its ceiling 

is*lofty and beautifully painted; the windows ar: 

tall and rather narrow and hung with golden brow1 

curtains, tied back with heavy. cords. 

of the-room is a large buffet, and 

At one end 

tall candelabra ot 

wrought iron are symmetrically placed on either sick 

\t the other end 

of the room’ is the plainly constructed stairway, an 

actual necessity that has been made a thing of beauty. 

Perhaps the most unusual part of the club is, the 

second-story garden. The broad French doors of th 

Detail of Entrance 
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lounge and of the snialler dining | room open directly 

upon this refreshing space of outdoor: beauty, i real- 

general structure. It- ity a very integral part of the 

is quite amazing how a‘ substantial garden .of broad 

‘ proportions could be made of practical. valué So far’ 

and could be 

with 

above the 

skillfully furnished 

den seats. . The 

street level, so ¢leverly 

trees, shribbery 

foundation.of the garden is, the same 

as the structure for any tall, modern building, a com- 

forting. assurance for those who might doubt its sta- 

bility. 

ing. - It is 

-baltistrades, 

that the 

terraces and stair- 

_ ways accented with pillars and railings of tufa stone, 

Interesting to note 

picturesque arcades, 

are all functioning, and are not applied as mere fea- 

tures of embellishment. They are all structural. 

-Miss Elorence-.Yoch, the landscape architect, was 

called upon to plant the garden, and she used as a type 

the gardens of northern Italy, since these are. known 

to be more simple and naive than-those around Ronte. 

_ Heér endeavor was to mm untain continuous sly an atmos- 

and delicate reserve; 

Italian material more suitable. 

‘for height 

found 

She used the cypress 

and ‘the gnarled olive 

thin Screen of 

light 

. phere of age ‘and she 

trees to furnish a 

not to cut off, 

Another 

‘lacy pattern so as 

much from the neighboring rooms. 

reason for the choice of these trees 1s that both varie- ” 

ties can easily be transplanted, and aré. capable of 

withstanding the winds of the second-story exposure. 

The, main part of the garden is carpeted with grass. 

color in the tothe 

according to 

The use of garden ‘is contined 

‘flowering plants, whieh are changed 

wistaria 

walls. Ol 

season. Rose vines, and ivy are. trained 

against the eander, fragrant olive, 

“l at the 

box- 

wood and myrtle are tis¢ borders of the lawn. 
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and 

and gar-. 

nous 

Its architectural Setting is indeed most charm- - 

ornamental: 

‘engaging - 

too 

‘tural . 

social and’ civic use fulness of their.« 

May, 1926 

Each of the wall treatments, of this be antiful ‘ Tus=, 

can garden forms an ind vidual pattern of. architec- 

tural design’ of lively color.and decorative line. The 

wall of the-building is broken by an. arcade -balus: 

trade that parallels, the ceiling’ lines: of the 

of, the: interior. 

lounge’ 

The tufa ‘stone pillars that uphold 

the arches are of a pastel pink that blends exqui- 

sitely with a wall background of vivid =~ s and-humi- 

yellows. . The stairs that lead tothe are: uded 7 

the terrace on the adhe -side.of the, * 

lawn lave ‘a landing a few — above that extend- 

ing into a corner garden retrea 

With 

baleony above: 

This is made very 

poe all partly 

hidden-by a leafy bower of shrubbery: and olive.trees. 

storie benches. seats, 

Miss .Y¥ ‘och says that, one day she playfully ptctured ° 

some olive trees “walking right up the steps to the. 

second-story atcade. ‘As a consequence, she planted 

several trees along the stairway, and they were found, 

to thrive as well as. they do’in Italy, 

unprppitious "pl: ices. ‘The 

broaden out mto 

often in the most 

arcades on either 

om the north 

retreat and adds one 

the comfortable details of the ¢lub house. 

. side 

a -.terrace exposure 

which forms another more to 

A brightly" 

_ colored. awning ‘is swung over part of this upper ter-* 

race. and gives a touch of gaiety to the setting. 

Thus every. part’of the club house ‘has been logic- 

ally united to the whole plan, and from’ ‘every cor- 

ner there is some view of 

arched 

corners in 

-architec- 

‘colonnades and 

which to’ meditate or. converse. 

ad variety of fine 

‘details, openings, 

alluring 

‘The building is an’ expression 6f the finést and-most 

romaiitic period .of domestic architecture, fitt: ingly 

adapted to form the home :of an active group’ of. 

women, who are furthering the improvement: of, the ° 

commun! ty. 
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House of D. c. | Prince, Esq., Schenectady, N. 7. 

THOMAS HARLAN ELLETT, Architect 

N the design of the house in Schenectady, which 

we have under present consideration, the archi- 

. tect, Thomas Harlan Ellett, has done two things. 

First of all, at the very outset he has shown very 

- plainly a regard for local precedent in -casting the 

‘contour of. his- masses and determining the broader 

‘characteristics of style; then, in the second place, he 

has ste imped the finished result with the’ clear im- 

‘press-of a distinctly individual interpret ition. 

' Before entering into an examination of any of the 

particulars of style, however, it will be to the point, to. 

note in a general way the more conspicuous features 

of the fabric, indicating the materials and the manner: 

of their use. The walls ot the north or emtrance 

front, and those of the south or garden front, are 

of stucco worked down to a fairly 

while the Wz alls, of at the east and 

west, are of common brick whitewashed. 

the vable ends; 

‘The. eastern 

extension for the service quarters and the garage - 

is stuccoed ‘and whitewashed below, with quoins. 

formed* of unwhitewashed cement blocks, and a. 

shingled gable end above. ‘Cedar shingles cover the 

roofs and are also, used for the. ‘walls of’ 

story of the south front. 

Inasmtich as’ the house stainds.in the heart of the 

region with which the early Dutch settlers of New 

-York were closely identified, a region: where in- 

grained Dutch traditions 

still manifest their 

wonted vitality, tt was 

‘quite natural to fix upon 

a Dutch | archi- 

tectural expression . as’ 

long -as no other specific 

préference’- was to .be 

taken into account.  In- 

deed, a Dutch mode 

would be the first thing 

suggested by the 

nation | in 

“initial stage of 

The Dutch Colonial type. 

is not only indigenous to: 

’ the 

form: of 

imagi- 

. the 

design. 

shaping 

spot in its’ develop- 

ment but it has | also 

shown itself through 

‘many generations to be. 

eminently fitted. to the 

conditions of -cli- 

mate, conditions which 

detnand sturdy structure, 

compactness and ‘warmth 

to withstand, the 

‘of winter weather and. at 

the. same time, 

scheme of 

rigors 

a general 

- arrangement 

. the less certainly, 

‘to the promptings, of -the imaginative faculty 

smooth ‘surface, ° 

the upper 

Such. are.the materials used. 

Main Facade, House of:-D. C 

or 293 - _ 

that will ensure airiness in the heat of summe’. The 

old Dutch colonists, unconsciously it may be but none , 

developed such a type of house 

stress of circumstances and in the 

To have ovérlooked or disregarded the 

claims of this type would have been a foolish denial 

under light of ex- 

perience. 

as well 

as-a negation of common sense in house designing. 

_ Outwardly the house 

measure ‘to the gradually evolved precedents that 

marked the later: phases of the Dutch 

enough to indicate the its deriva- 

tion so far as its gener: ul lines and contour of 

are concerned,—but the indications of ultimate an- 

cestry do not extend to the treatment of the windows, 

the use of an overhang, the introduction of a balcony, 

the employment of 

conforms in appreciable 

‘American 

hotise,- source of 

‘mass 

quoins, or sundry other features 

that enter conspicuously into the Composition to con- 

trilute véry materially t individual ; 

pett and, to evidence the originality of its nhoneea 

With reference to these 

struction, 

to its. strongly 

design and 

the ‘architect-has exercised the liberty of in- 

terpretation and interpol: ition in the light of, circum-, 

stances and personal choice. 

items of con- 

To such a course there 

can be no possible objection advanced, except on the 

“part of archzological purists to whom architecture is 

not a living organism but a dead letter, and whi 

would = suppress — initia 

tive and. invention, stifle 

all healthy, legitimate 

growth, and kill the very 

traditions they profess to 

hold in such reverence 

Good archeology is on 

triviality 

another 

thing: mimetic 

is entirely thing. 

In the 

Fials, there has been per- 

matter of mate 

haps a closer adherence 

to Dutch Colonial 

although here 

dition 

usage, 

again tra 

has served the- 

purpose of suggesting’ 

background and has not 

.figured as a rigid, pre- 

scriptive-canon to shackle 

The 

were ne 

freedom of action. 

Dutch builders 

variably opportunists in 

the choice of the 

rials 

J mate 

they emploved 

the course of ‘constru 

tion. Stone, weather 

boarding, stucco, brick, 

—whatever came readily - 

i Pisin, Esq. . to hand and filled the 
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- . , nt needs they had to meet,—they used without scrupling | 

| * about the dictates - of established custom... Conse- 

quently, they produced. the many: fascinating and’ 

varied combinations that’ we now .sincerely admire 

In this Schenectady liouse the use of varied mate- 

rials in, cambination’ is not only perfectly logical but 

agreeable and, in point of texttre and color, the re- 

sults are notably happy. As ts: texture, the white- 

waslied brick walls of the gable ends. call for a word 

of commendation, while the juxtaposition, -of imcol- 

ored cement quoins and’ white stuccoed walls in the | 

varage and seryice wing Is-a bit of pleasant inge- 

nuity. Incidentally, such engaging conceits as the wren 

‘house atop the ‘gable of the: garage, the carved oak ° 

‘lintel of, the house door, and the boldly contoured oak _ 

brackets beneath the overhang, all add their share of . 

interest and accent to the ensemble in which diversified 

matérials and textures are such appreciable factors. 

Inwardly, no following of ‘Dutch Colonial ‘prece- 

dent in-plan can be discovered, for the very go xd and 

sufficient reason that there was no precedent of plan, 

save the precedent of absolute independence and 

license to do wliatever each builder found would best 

suit his own convenience. In this respect, perhaps, 

the architect may be ‘said fo -have followed Dutch 

Colonial precedent completely, for hé has adopted a 

‘plan econémical of space, comfortable, adequate in - 

pleasant exposures and light, and instinct with, in--, 

formal domesticity. Such were the qualitiés of plan 

in the old’ Dutch Colonial houses with-their endléss 

‘diversity and what often seems to us their fortuitous 
Entrance Detail 

View of House and Garage of D. C. Prince, Esq.- 
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‘arrangement, and such is the quality of plan of this 

modern Schenectady house. which.is being considered. 

Jt is plain by now in what manner the’ architect 

has done the.two things it was said at the beginning 

‘Of these paragraphs that he had done. It remains to 

say, however, that in his‘doing of thém he has added 

one more item to the increasing total‘of the sane and 

wholesome development of domestic architecture in 

\merica. This contribution he has made not so much — 

by the design of the particular house here being con- 

sidered—whatever its individual merits may be—as 

hy the spirit in which he has created the design and 

the principles manifested in its working out. He has 

quite obviously not disregarded tradition and prece-. 

‘dent. Had he done so, the contour of the house 

would not have been reminiscent ‘ef the dwellings 

built by the’ Dutch colonists and ‘their descendants ; 

there would have been no white pine staircase with 

balustrade of engaging design, nor would’ there have 

been the admirable’ pine paneling in the dining room, 

fashioned in an early New.England manner. At, the, 

same time, he has not ‘refrained from exercising his 

imagination very actively in departing from local. 

‘precedent by introducing features that never had any | | or 
association with Dutch Colonial architecture,—such, . 

-for example, as casement -windows, the balcony on- 

' ‘the garden front, the overhang with its shaped oaken 

brackets, or the wren hotise surmounting the gable 

‘of the garage. He has also exercised.his- imagina- 

tion in combining:in one“composition various fea-. 

tures of widely divergent origins. The design of the 

F 

) 

Living Room. 
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Detail, South Front . 

balustrade for. the staircase is an adaptation from an 

Italian prototype; the raised and sliaped -panels that 

appea . 

century 

leath the 

century 

r on the newel post are distinctly of seventeenth 

Bolognese character: the oak 

overhang belong historically to seventeenth 

New [Engl und ; the 

prototype in early ¢ 

England or ‘dining room 

paneling ‘finds its 

wotk ; and some of the casements are French 1n their 

‘Other 

exercised -in_ the 

derivation instances might be cited. of free- 

important 

In this departure from strict 

dom matter of design. 

precedent and intro- 

duction of incidents .drawn from widely different ° 

sources, ‘imagination has been brought into play, but 

imagination has always.and everywhere been’ tem- 

pered with-common sense and discretion. 

of precedent, respect for. tradition: and discernment 

n.judging when and where it is‘expedient to depart 

from them, on the on 

and ay ta common sense and an appreciation 

on the other 

pedi ntal elements of the truest ‘and niost 

the fitness of things, 

.fruit- 

these dare the qualities that have con- 

tributed most to the 

ful originality : 

vitality. of the best modern do- 

‘mestic’ architecture in America and that have given it 

preeminence above architecture of other countries 

Chere are several factors always militating against 

the growth and continuance of such.vitalitv. One of 

thent is iniperfect knowledge of 
blind 

it to the 

comes a perfunctory, 

precedent 

adherence to only a part of tradition, exalting 

position of a sort ef fetish, until design be 

‘‘and so hopelessly inelastic that it is utterly incapable 

of any .freshening variation. or of adaptatidn .to the 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

brackets be-. manner as it finds expression in the work of 

onnect icut , 

found 

Knowledge... 

the part of the architect is only too likely to b 

» hand, and imagination guided °* 

these are the against and mistrusted. 

and the 

ssified thing, stupiil to look at 

M ay, 

Entrance Hall and Stairs 

demands legitimately made-upon it. Of this ‘sort 

of thing-we have an apt illustration, often too pain- 

fully evident, in.the Georgian or so-called “Cdlonial:” 

certain... 

arch tects who are, culpably contént with a superficial 

knowledge and an unworthy, inade iyi ate are ett of 

its fle xibility and resources 

this sort of 

‘By way-6f Nemesis for 

thing, there are plénty fer people 

‘who are willing’ 

to be 

to ertrust a moderate-sized 

Georgian house to a building contractor, without call-., 

-ing in an‘architect, because they feel that, plan, de- 

sign and details are all merely standardized .routine 

. matters to which ‘architectural skill is not necessary. 

The’ other factor prejtdicial to vitality’ is the dep- 

recatory attitude so ‘frequently assumed toward the 

faculty of imagination. Exercise of imagination on 

e loe Iked 

tolerance and sh ume fi iced con- 

were a thing. to be’ cuarded 

It is -all right, apparently, 

for an engineer to draw freely upon his imagination. 

in conceiving 

upon with grudging t 

though it cK ssion, as 

bold’ schemes’ for viaducts, eanals or 

bridges.; but an architect's ‘Imagination, . by some 

‘ strange process of reasoning, it seems; onght .to be. 

bottled up. As a matter of.fact, the part imagina 

tion ought to ple iv in the work of an architect cannot 

he too strongly emphasized, nor its rightful place too 

insistently asserted,—so long: as’ imagination goes 

- hand in hand with common sense in house - building. 

in view of this comment, it is _—* to: note 

the evidence of a wholesome, constructive point of 

view displayed in the design of this “ny at Schenec- 

tady in entire accord with its surroundings. 
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WOMEN’S ATHLETIC CLUB,.LOS ANGELES. 

"* ALLISON & -ALLISON,.-ARCHITECTS 
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CORNER OF LIVING ROOM 

WOMEN’S. ATHLETIC CLUB, LOS ANGELES 

ALLISON & ALLISON, ARCHITECTS . 
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GARDEN PLOT PLAN 

HOUSE OF. BENJAMIN WOOD, ESQ., NEW YORK - - 

- WILLIAM LAWRENCE BOT rOMLEY, ARCHITECT 
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ONE END OF BREAKFAST ROOM 

HOUSE OF BENJAMIN WOOD, ESQ., NEW YORK 

WILLIAM LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY, ARCHITEC 
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SALON, HOUSE OF BENJAMIN WOOD, ESG 

WILLIAM: LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY, ARCHITECT © 
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SALON, HOUSE OF BENJAMIN WOOD, ESQ: 

WILLIAM LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY, ARCHITECT 





’ down to the living room floor: . 

The City House of Benjamin Wood, Esq. 

WILLIAM LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY, Architect 

RCI 1ETECTU RAL wit al- site ‘is 

“ architect may design a sitnple doorway that 

is a thing of enduring.beauty while.another makes a 

botch of ‘a state capitol: Of the reality of this thought, 

one is vividly and circumstantially impressed by the. 

and taste re-- arc hitectuira] ingénuity, - imagination 

vei led in William | awrence Bottomley’s remodeling 

ofa narrow city house on 52nd Street, not far from. 

Park Avenue, in New York for Mr. Benjamin Wood, 

* ‘Perhaps architect -and*owner shared some whimsi- 

cal’ regard for the. surprises, that delight the mind in” 

childhood tales of m: gic; at any rate, the exterior of 

: the house was left.in. its original form,. expressing ¢ or 

suggesting nothing of whit 

might exist behind its. reticent 

and modest front: The. visitor, 

‘mounting a few steps, finds him- 

self in a small vestibule; with an 

arched wiidow of leaded roun- 

dels where ordinarily . 

would be, and the .door ‘itself, 

_also’ with leaded roundels, at his 

rizht. Once: within.the door, the - 

house begins to declare its tri-- 

umph of, architectural design 

- over literal dimensions., An old 

Italian grille of wrought 

: with gates, admits to. a 

foyer which occupies the whole. 

20-foot width of the house. 

‘Through the central arch of a 

graceful double arcade of three, 

doors’ 

iron, 

small 

there is a vista down into the 

lofty living room - beneath.’ 

Through the ‘right arch the 

stairs lead upward, and through 

that at the left, ‘stairs lead, 

right angles with the others, 

“Words could hardly be ‘ar- 

ranged to convey an exact idea. 

of the sheer ingenuity of design 

exerted at this point in the house 

plan, nor would they accurately 

suggest the.extraordinary scale . 

‘given the living room. The illus- 

trations show the charm and ‘ef- 

fectiveness -of the 

both ways,—-looking down into 

room, through | the 

Vistas seen 

the living 

ways to be measured by magnitude, and one. 

‘are those on a yacht, 

Italian villa: 

subdued ke Vv 

its color has been kept in an admirably 

; there are no errors in scale, and there 

are no illusions to‘make.its dimensions appear greater 

than they really are... There is well controlled color 

in the ceiling, which springs on vaults from corbeled 

pilaster caps, and the mantel is thoroughly a part of 

the picture. ‘A paneled’ door beneath the stairs that 

lead down inta the living room gives access ‘to’ ser- 

vice quarters as admirably compact and efficient as 

service quarters, indeed, 

duced to a minimum in area, yet lacking nothing in 

completeness,’ carefully and economically planned. 

Looking toward the garden, a tall, arched opening 

with French doors is flanked by single windows in a 

simple Palladian composition, 

- and high them, incor- 

porated in the ceiling vault, are 

three ‘small windows of leaded 

amber roundels given further 

effect by wrought 

metal grilles over the openings. 

A glimpse through the central 

al Ove 

decorative 

opening discloses a miniature - 

formal garden, with flagged’ 

walks, brick-bordered flower 

beds and a lead fountain figure 

‘presiding over a basin of gold 

fish. But it is the back wall of 

this garden that seéms to turn 

the pages of. later-day architec- 

tural design back-to the day of 

those resourceful architects of 

Renaissance Italy—of the de- 

signers who knew their archi- 

tecture so well that they could: 

play: with it now and then. Look- 

ing at this back wall at 

range there is the appearance of 

a long. 

close 

barrel-vaulted. corridor, 

running back perhaps 100 feet. 

It is there, seemingly in tangible, 

three-dimensional form, but its 

actual depth is not more than, 6. 

feet. Mr. Bottomley has created ° 

an illusory 

dimensions, 

perspective in three 

skillfully ‘counting 

the capitals of the columns, skill- 

fully diminishing them in size. 

and skillfully inclining the lines 

f base and entablature at pre 

tntbg the pitch to baffle optical 
double arcade, and lox king ‘back detection of his artifice. Re- 
and up from the living room course to the camera in this in- 
through the same arcade. es stance seems only to heighten 

The living ‘room has all the a the illusion; ‘and facing th 
appearance of a great hall in an. Street Facade- 

297 ; 

actual thing, one undergoes the 
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HOUSE OF BENJAMIN WOOD, ESQ. 
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BREAKFAST ROOM : 

HOUSE OF BENJAMIN WOOD, ESQ. 

WILLIAM ‘LAWRENCE BOTT OMLEY, ARCHI TEC T 
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paradoxical .experience of plainly seeing something 

and at the same time confirming with the same sight 

the ‘fact that the thing one 1s looking 

exist. Endeavoring always to draw conclusions -from 

architecture, this happy and graceful artifice ‘of Mr.. 

Bottomley’s leaves: one with the thought that pef- 

haps‘ architecture since the heyday 6f the Renaissance 

‘has become too serious and, conventional, and that a 

fear of being accused of doing “stunts” has stayed 

the hand of many. 6n architect from doing 

through the -medium of" sheer design that ‘would 

create and stimulate a néw interest and ‘joy in archi- 

tecture’ among the. countless multitudes of people 

who’ think that architecture (when they think of it 

at all) -is the ‘dullest and least appealing of all the 

arts. ‘Why not more bits of design like this brilliant 

illusion of a, long. vista?, Theatrical? What ‘of. it,’ 

and why not?, Was-not a very large, part of the 

work of the-architectural genius of Renaissance Italy . 

essentially, theatrical? [.osing ‘the spirit that dared 

design and execute such a bit as this interesting vista, - 

architecture. has been left with’ nothing but a collec- | 

tion of forms once used by men,who knew how, to 

use them with the brilliant’ imagination -necéssary. 

Returning to the house, two rooms on the second ° 

‘. floor deserve special attention.. One of these is‘ the 

owner’s bedroom, which.is exactly, ‘what such’a room 

THE-ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

at does not: 

things . 

“overcome dimensional limitations ; 

‘May, 1926 

should .be,—a quiet, restful‘ room,’ furnished with a 

rare perfection of taste. Across the stair hall is a 

sitting roem, done in dull green, its -panels framing . 

.a set of admiralily ‘painted. ship.pictures by ‘F.. Leo. 

Hunter, beneath a zodiac frieze of silver and delicate 

colors by. Barry Faulkner, .who- also.decorated the 

ceiling and lunettes. in the “bay window. -Here an - 

array of colorful old glassware adds’ effective inci-. 

dent. Behind concealed’ doors, closets. with sliding 

traps: afford-a surprising amount of storage. space, . 

and paneled doors. open to disclose a‘charmingly ap- 

pointed dressing table for the use of the dinner guest. ° 

Not a, few considerations impress themselves upon 

‘the mind in €xamining this very unusual ‘house. One 

of these is.a realization of the power of design to 

revelation of the potency of imagination, coupled 

with measured skill, in creating illusions which al 

most become realities ; still another is the rediscovery, 

in the device of the garden vista, of a part.of* Renais 

sance genius, supposedly tost.- And above all, on 

‘cannot but’ feel that here is a house that resulted from’ 

perfect accord: between architect axl owner,—from 

a. likeness in matters of taste, “and from an, unre- 

served sharing of the vision without which no such 

charming, unitsual and: distinguished -architectural. -, 

accomplishment would have been in.any way possible. ° 

Salon, from Mezzanine Entrance Hall 

another is a frésh - 



Old Plantation Architecture in Louisiana 

PART II: ° THE RESULT OF. FRENCH AND ENGLISH INFLUENCE 

Text and Sketthes by- WILLIAM P. SPRATLING, Professor of Architecture, Tulane University 

/ 4 

EW people know.of the ‘Florida Parishes” of 

Louisiana and ‘their unique history. Tech- 

nically, the Florida Parishes were those -in-’ 

’ eluded in the strip,of territory along the Gulf which 

" belonged to Spain ‘at the time Florida was under 

Spanish dominion ‘and which also included parts of 

Alabama and. Mississippi. They stretched from what 

-is now the Mississippi state line, at its southwestern- 

- inost corner, westward to the Mississippi River. They 

were formed, then, of the Louisiana parishes which 

extend northward: from Lake Pontchartrain and west- 

ward to the-river, and included St. Tammany, Tangi- 

pahoa, Livingston, East and West Feliciana, and 

. several others. 

- territory had been ceded back to France by Spain, 

there was serious misunderstanding as to the status 

of these parishes. There is said to have been a de- 

termined movement among the inhabitants for com- 

plete independence, and that they even went so far 

as to’ commission an ambassador to Washington. 

These: are simple facts, and it requires no great’ 

stretch of the imagination to evoke the stirring scenes 

that must have taken place in those exciting days. 

How significant of the diversity of material that has 

" gone int6 the making of the traditions of this 

country—traditions from so many djfferent sources! 

The Florida Parishes, and the Felicianas in par- 

‘ticular, formed the sphere, architécturally, of some 

_amount of Georgian influence. This purely English- 

tradition, as has been noted in the first of these 

articles, was the result of direct immigration by set- 

from the Carolinas. “Waverly” represented 

probably the ‘earliest and most complete use of the 

Georgian in Louisiana. Built-in"1807 by an English- 

man, and in somewhat modest proportions, it still re- 

tlers 

Heets a certain provincialism and closéness to the soil 

notwithstanding an absolute detachedness from pre- 

Vious Louisiana tradition ; 

At-the time of the Louisiana Pur-. 

chase, which took place only three ‘years after the, 

_design is on the estate called 

we find the French and Spanish spirit in colonial work 

given the simplest and most characteristic expression. 

- The most peculiar thing to be noted in regard to 

most of these old houses is that their effectiveness 1s 

achieved not by means of an accumulation of archi- 

tectural fact or detail but in the subtlest and at the 

same time the most natural way. This simple formula 

we find clearly and honestly expressed in “*Parlange,”* 

built in 1815. It is to be rather regretted that this 

“native” quality is not consistently present through- 

out this region, and that it becomes apparently some- 

what lost sight of during the period just preceding 

the Civil War. This is the chief criticism to be lodged 

against 
“ec 

“Burnside,” a comparatively late example. 

Burnside,” located about halfway between New Or- 

leans and Baton Rouge, possesses beauty and even 

The grounds and the 

house itself are remarkably well kept, and the ap- 

proach to the building is most effective. In type“ Burn- 

side” should probably be classified as distinctively 

some dégree of magnificence. 

Louisiana only as regards generousness of propor- 

tiéns in planning, the use of French windows, and 

in minor details, not omitting the two delightful gar- 

connieres placed symmetrically. on either side of the 

house. Its crowning characteristic details,—the cor 

nice, the dormers and the lantern and of course the 

“whale walk,’’—are all strongly reminiscent of New. 

IEngland. Taken as an example of the old Louisiana 

plantation, “Burnside” must be considered as rather 

‘unique, and this in spite of the wealth of tradition 

of which it is possessed, accumulated by generations. 

Another house which is also unique in point of 

“Asphodel.” — Here, 

however, we have a house which is more perfectly 

indigenous to Louisiana. It is a building of rare 

charm, and was one of the’ most gratifying discover- 

les in our ramblings in search .of material. located 

vaguely some 38 or 40 miles above Baton Rouge 

and near St. Francisville, 

and in spite of an abun- 

dance of 

and 

sophistication 

refinement as ex- 

hibited in the classic and 

\dam-like elaboration of 

mouldings. “Waverly” is 

located about. five miles’ 

above St. Francisville, 

that cliarming little town 

‘which is perched on high 

bluffs on the east bank of 

the Mississippi. A strange 

-contrast is observed be-. 

. tween the English “Wav- 

erly” on one side. of the 

- river‘and “Parlange Plan- 

it is approached through 

a particularly wild stretch 

of virgin forest, and the 

roa] as it now. exists 

winds up at the rear. The 

effect obtained on_ that 

side is of a tremendously 

broad reach of veranda 

with typical slender 

swelling colonnettes sup- 

porting the wide expanse 

of leisurely sloping ro if, 

The front presents a 

sharp contrast. Here the - 

main body of the house 

emerges daintily in the 
tation”’ on the other,where _ “Oak Grove,” Near St. Francisville 

: * 30i . 

center, and a second 
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“Rosedown,” Near St. Francisville , 

both, French. and English, influence maybe traced story appears as evidenced in the two graceful .pedi- 

“mented dormers and ‘the gable. windows. The wings, [ts most remarkable feature,—and a Very clever’one, 

with’ their little two-columned porticoes and classic is the treatment of the porch with tts secluded and 

pediments; give one the same’ feeling ‘of quaintness — railed porch proper and beneath it a bricked -terrace, - 

as do’some of the old Virginia manor houses. There - the. two marked each with its own row of colonnettés 

‘is a remarkabk purity as. well as* charm: abaut it. These colonnettes, the innet row slender and _ the. 

In the vicinitv of St. ] rancisville are to be found. outer more: sturdy, are ver) graceful,and ‘pleasing 113 

“several. other. examples’ of iniportance..-. Notable. their manner of clustering and in the ‘contrast of 

among them are “Rosedown” and-“Oak Grové.” The — their round whiteness with the tone-of the old brick 

‘latter is a-charmingly: unpretentious house.in which — work. ‘The setting of this quietly infotmal and home- 
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‘Burnside,’ Near Darrow 

like building is‘felicitous, to say the least. The gently as its name. Architecturally there are, of course, 

swelling knoll on- which the structure is placed is characteristics which may not always be found pleas 

graced on either side with an octagonal brick dovecote. ing. In the main body of the house one feels 

‘These little buildings are very French in character, certain severity and lack of grace. This results m 

with the wooden upper stories and the corner pilas- doubtedly from the use for the portico of a superin 

ters additig a very distinctive touch to the ensemble. posed Greek Doric order with no delicacy ot detail 

The actual approach to the building is through a_ in the cornice or even in the balustrade to relieve its 

long lane which is banked on either side with a hardness. The columns themselves have been hewi 

luxuriant avenue of well grown mock orange. | from solid timber and are well in character. [In the 

“Kosedown™ is almost as romantic and beautiful wings, which come down to single-story height 
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“ASPHODE! .’ NEAR ST. FRANCISVILLE 

“PARLANGE,”* POINTE COUPEE: PARISH - 
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ONE VIEW OF “WELHAM” 
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“WAVERLY,” ST. FRANCISVILLE 
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‘find more intimacy of ‘expre ssion. and: clegaince. The 

approach is rather’ splendid, ‘and must have - been. 

modeled after. the garden architecture of V.efsailles 

and the “lrianons. "There is a‘certain kinship in the 

formal avenues withthe luxuriant. planting and par- 

ticularly in ‘the placing of mz iny bits of quaintly” 

classié statuary to the ‘work of LeNotré and- his ‘con- 

temporaries. It has been done On a; very lavish scale, 

and the ‘result posse sses: all the suayity and st iteline SS , 

of the F rench gardens, together _— that rarer qual- 

‘ity that comes from proximity .the wilderness. 

There are many rare pkints, with’ peat things as cape: 

ii ismine in abund: ince, and fhoxwood . like a miniz iture 

farest that grows 9 feet high. There is a central av er 

nue, and from_the front of -the house @ -series of 

radiating walks :and driveways that lead one to ‘all 

sorts of «charming spots. .After Weeks  Hall’s 

“Shadows of.the Teche’. at New Iberia, -*‘Rose- 

down,” with its gardens, is‘probably the finest house 

of its kind in Louisiana. It is interesting indeed. 

“Bellegroye,” at White Castle on the west bank’ of 

‘the river, forms.a most imposing pile.’ Originally it 

must have been somewhat pretentious and “citified, ” 

or at least such a thought would naturally come to an 

architect, we ‘belieye, in critically “surveying this’ ur- 

-. bane and extensive mass. of structure. Time and 

_neglect, however, have softened the lines and made 

the fine old- house colorfyl. The type is characteristic 

of the per iod just preceding “the Civil Ww ar. la plan 

it 1s semi- formal and spre ads in three directions, 

‘with a‘large right wing facing the garden, and at. the 

rear another wing even larger for service, “ete. The: 

‘detail is what makes the building most worth while. 

It is all executed .in the best spirit of the Greek Re- 

‘vival, the plasterwork cleverly modeled and the wood 

‘ detail, as in’ thé yreat cypress capitals of the portico, 

‘carved in a very spirited manner. - Only one or two 

; features of the. building tie it in with other. Louisi: wna 

work of the -_period. Among those should be noted 

the use on the facade of typical ‘New Orleans cast 

* jron balcony rails, and in the frieze of-the large en- 

tablature’ the insertion of small attic windows such 

“as are found in the old. houses on, Royal * Street: 

Today “Bellegrove” is more or. less representative 

of the last of the old plantation days. The weather 

has stained: the old pink stucco in great ‘lavender 

.splotches, and the green moss .has entirely covered . 

the ‘walls in parts. .Most of the land of the original 

plantation has’ been: sold, and: a -wild, semi-tropical 

growth of vines ‘and shrubbery -is slowly _ creeping up ° 

from the ‘garden side of the house. We. were ‘de- 

lighted with the picture qualities promised ‘by “Belle- 

-grove,’ ’ but a little bit dishe: artened at the obvious * 

dec ay. ‘It was, howeyer, one of° only’ a few of the 

‘more ‘Important ex: umples seen which are apparently 

threatened-with sérious neglect and approaching ruin. - 

' 2 - a a" 

“Be lle grove, ” White Castlé - Dovecote, ay | Yak Grove” 
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- A MONTHLY REVIEW OF COSTS AND CONDITIONS 

IGURES ‘for .the month of .March, 1926. struction in the form of plans filed during the month 

‘show a continuation of the record-breaking of March, 1926 broke all existing records by passing 

volume of construction as indicated in this well above the one billion dollar mark—an unprece- 

chart. The total value of: building and engineering dented and almost unbelievable volume of prospec- 

contracts in the country for the month of March .tive building. Approximately half of this proposed 

was well over $600,000,000. This amount, accord-' construction is in stuctures of residential types, in- 

jng to figures of the F. W. Dodge Corporation, rep- cluding dwellings, apartment buildings and hotels 

resents an increase of 53 per cent over the month of Commercial structures, particularly office buildings, 

February and 22 per cent over March of last year. predominate among the other classes of plans filed. 

The total value of contracts let during the first °© In New York state and northern New Jersey, 

quarter of 1926 is over one and one-half billion dol- values of contracts let for new construction -during 

lars, which represents an increase of 30 per cent, the first quarter of 1926 are over 50 per cent more = ° ‘ 

over: the record-breaking figures for the first quar- than the total for the first quarter of 1925. In New 

ter of last year. It is pointed out that the building England new construction during the first quarter is 

-boom of 1925-started somewhat later and reached its 4 per cent less than last year. In the Middle Atlantic 

peak in contract letting during the months of August | states new construction is 9 per cent greater for the 

os September, as will be seen by examining the period. In the Pittsburgh district it is 10 per cent 

line: showing the money value of new construction less. In the’Central West 10 per cent greater. The 

on the chart. It is probable, however, that a similar Southeastern states show a great increase in activity 

period of large commitment volume will occur during — this year, the increase being 72 per cent over the first 

this year as indicated by the amazing volume of con- quarter of 1925. The Northwest shows a 27 per cent 

templated construction shown for January, February’ increase for the first quarter, and Texas shows an in- 

and March of 1926 (see.chi art), ( ‘ontemplated con-- crease of 47 per cent over the first quarter of 1925. 

ANNUAL (CHANGES ; . MONTHLY CHANGES 1925 _ 
1918 1919 | 22 1925 1924 JAN FEB MAR APR W MAY $5 1 FEB MAR APR MAYJUNE ! 
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HESE various important factors of change in the building situation are recorded in the chart given here: (1) Building 
sts. This includes the cost of labor and materials; the index point is a composite of all available reports in basic 

materials and labor costs under national averages. (2) Commodity Index. Index figure determined by the United States 
Department of Labor. (3) Money Value of Contemplated Construction. Value of building for which plans have been 41 - . vr 7 . . - - ~ ° < . r , 
led based on reports of the United States Chamber of Commerce, F. W. Dodge Corp., and Engineering News-Record 
(4) Money Value of New Construction. Total valuation of all contracts actually let. The dollar scale is at the left of 

e chart in millions. (5) Square Foot Area of New Construction. The measured volume of new buildings. The square 
ot measure is at the ‘right of the chart. The variation of distances between the value and volume lines represents:a 

. Square toot cost which is determined, first by the trend of building costs, and second, by the quality of construction 
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Three Types of Stokers for Coal Furnaces 

ifh* . 
rt “Side feed Furnace. * The furnace shown. in Fig. 41. is: not a 

z — = : mechanicak stoker, but as the principle of combustion on which 
_ aw = ee it is designed is the same as‘-for atitomatic stokers, -it. might 

; “Sy . “reasonably be called a semi-automatic stoker. Coal-is fed into 
} leas yy. a: hoppers at each side of the furnace, and .by -its'own weight feeds 
1 . aa ia - down into the’ furnace as required., The coal is coked on the 
IBA ray 000006 \ if inclined grates, and -the volatile gases. distilled in the process: of ° 

t £i QOO000 i Aa ; coking are -butned. in- passing over the incandescent mass ‘of coal 
ia wl REQQLO IF ‘3 _ on the horizontal grates below. The incandescent furnace top or 
oy (| 100000 ~ / arch deflects the heat downward, thereby maintaining a very high 

on OOOO ya| | , ‘ ‘furnace température, a condition necessary for successful com-. 

SH O0O £: 4°] 4h ae bustion, and which could not-be maintained if the: arch ‘were -— 
+ AY ‘| omitted | and the furnace exposed to the ‘cooling surface. of the 

- ame i] : boiler. The boiler is operated on natural draft. “As it is not 
Bi = SNe holt! 4 or necessary — the furnace door’ for steking, theré is no heat 

Fereind/ comscndre!} - -loss from the:large amount ‘of air that: flows in when a hand- 
F eos ill. stoked furnace is being .fired. This is often a great advantage. 

Le TH he 

Mek 1 
Le 4 Pry i 

. 2 T 

‘Fig. 41. Side-féed Furnace 

Hand-driven Mechdnical Stokers. When in operation, 
(Fig. 42) thé grate is a plane surface. inclined from the 
dead plate at the fire doors to about the floor level at @e 3 
bridge wall. When a new charge of coal is to be: ap- 
plied, the bed is prepared by giving a lever a half throw. 
This 1 raises the’ grate bars as Shown in‘ the illmstration, 
carrying, the coked coal ‘fofward., The pull of another, 

‘| " # - lever opens the ash dump to empty .the grate of accu- 4 
: mulated ashes. By working the grate. lever ‘the coal 

4 “* can be moved forward, thickening the bed on the grates, * 
1 : to the required depth. Low-fusing ash coal cannot be 
; me successfully. used with this type, of stoker ‘on ,account 

wf the clinker it would form. Hand-operated stokers are 
? made. hoppér-fed and hand-fired. , With the hopper-fed ~ : ee ; 
; type the grate block’ are drawn back to allow _coal to Fig: 42. Hand-driven Mechanical Stoker 
, -fall on the front of the grates, where. it cokes. i ae a ; ; ; : 
; = ; ~ - : : : ‘Chain-grate. Stokers.* Power-operated, , 
’ . 4 : ses cst \ SANA ‘stokers are divided into three classes: ° Mor a » bd . * 

— OE. . COXA chain-grate stokers; under-feed stekers, 
a! I I ¥- Y oe “AS ‘ ‘and over-féed stokers. A chain-grate 

{ 1p bade = . Gd. stoker" is shown in lig. 43. This type-ot 
; stoker ‘is, independent of the furnace in 

: It is mountéd on wheels and can be set 
: we i ae — Ae aan — AZAR that it is nat built into the boiler setting. 

PF 
. in place -or withdrawn at will.” It con- 

o | ae ye , wt 3 i sists simply of an endless chain of grates 
Be ae aes ‘an. re S aa which move: in the direction of the ar- 
a 5 ae - +) WATER BACK > rows, | ¢ carrying -the coal progressively 
Us it Pe a al from the green fuel.through coking and 

combuStion of carbon to the ashnit. At. 
the rear of the furnace the tr aveling 
grate projects under.an-.overhang of ‘the 
-bridge wall. The problem here is dual, 
to seal this space against the infiltration. 

- of ‘air, and ‘to’ prevent ‘live or unburned 
coal being carried away with the ashes. 
This is accomplished by means of the 

a. - : bridgé wall overhang, the water back 
Fig. 43. Chain-grate Stoker ° P and.the water-cooled fuel retarder. ‘Fire 

eer brick at this point, would clinker and clog 
the furnace, so water cooled barriers w hich wilk never beconie hot enougli for clinkers to. adhere to had to be sub- 
stituted, The water .back is- connected to ‘the boilér, so that. all heat absorbed from the fuel by. the water within 
will pass to the boiler. 9, oda se 

The steel, heams and members which support the arch are enclosed in an air space: ‘protected by fire-brick or’fire-- 
blocks from the intense heat of the furnace.’ A fuel box with an arch, always has a higher temperature than 
one without: Exposing the first row of boiler tubes to the radiant heat of the fuel bed gives a lower furnace 
temperature. and greater life-to the brickwork. A chain-grate- stoker requires for the stoker engine about’ 30. 
pounds of steam per’ hour. -Fhis is a more or less fixed amount, independent of the rating of the boiler. 
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| Power and Heating Plants 

MECHANICAL STOKERS 

By J. J. COSGROVE * 

Eprror’s Note. This series of articles was begun in THE 
Forum. for April, 1925, when Mr. Cosgrove discussed “The 
Generating Plant: Boilers,” continuing his treatment of the 

- subject in the issues for August and October. In the No- 
vember Forum, Mr. Cosgrove wrote of “Commercial Types 
‘f Boilers and Furnaces.” One article following the present 
paper on “Mechanical Stokers” .will conclude the series. 

ECHANICAL stokers are indispensable in 

large plants using coal for fuel, from’ the 

standpoints of efficiency 

Mechanically- 

economy, and 

capacity to ‘carry heavy overloads. 

stoked boilers are more nearly smokeless in opera- 

tion than are hand-fired boilers, and generally smoke- 

_less combustion means more: efficient combustion. | 

' Chéap fuels,.which are usually inferior fuels. can 

be burned on stoker grates when they could not be 

successfully .uséd in a hand-fired furnace. This makes 

available local fuels, such as screenings ; coal high in 

moisture; high in ash; high in sulphur or iron; and 

some grades of lignite, -particularly those containing 

not over 30 per cent of moisture. While it is true 

that mechanical stokers will burn all kinds and grades 

of inferior fuels, all. stokers will not burn every kind 

of low grade fuel. Some stokers are designed for 

anthracite and coke breeze. Others for high grade 

bituminous steam-coals. Certain types require coal 

high im ash content, so that the ashes will protect the 

erates. Mechanical stokers are built for the burning 

of mine refuse or “culm” containing. as‘ high as 30 

per eent of-ash.’ Semi-bituminous and semi-anthra- 

cite are the fuels for still other stokers. Coal with 

a low-fusing ash carinot be burned on grates which 

agitate or disturb the fuel bed, as it will cause clinker, 

‘so every plant being designed must have selected for 

it a stoker. designed for 

‘moval, the labor costs are reduced. 

coal, agitation has a very much less troublesome effect. 

Stokers are built to operate under natural draft or 

forced draft, and for different rates of fuel combus- 

tion and for different draft pressures. So far as 

efficiency of combustion is concerned, however, the 

different types of stokers will give approximately 

the same results, all conditions being equal, provided 

the right type of stoker is installed for the kind or 

grade of fuel to be burned and the conditions under 

which it will operate. These conditions must be de- 

termined first, however, and a type of stoker selected 

that will fulfill the requirements. .\ | mechanical 

‘stoker makes possible the use of cheaper fuel with 

as much or even more economy than can be obtained 

under operating conditions in hand-fired boilers with 

a better grade of coal. Or, using the same grade of 

coal, the mechanical stoker will burn it with a greater 

degree of ‘efficiency, so that the boiler will develop 

more power per pound of fuel, which is economical. 

A greater amount of coal can be burned per 

square foot of grate on a méchanical stoker than in 

a hand-fired furnace, consequently allowing for a 

greater overload. A plant that must be operated fre- 

quently at ratings of 300 to 400 per cent, which is 

from three to four times the rated capacity of the. 

boilers, based on the manufacturers’ rating of one 

horsepower to 10 square feet of heating surface, 

must be equipped with a mechanical stoker and 

‘forced draft so it can be driven at the required rate. 

in large plants, operated mechanically with coal hop- 

pers for feeding the stokers and automatic ash re 

(ne man can 

as 1400. déveloped horsepower as tend as many 

against one man to every 

the fuel it is intended ‘to 

use. Free-burning coals 

burn .best when the fuel 

hed is undisturbed. Cok- 

ing the other 

require. fuel bed 

‘agitation. High ash coals 

‘must have the ashes re- 

moved continually from 

“the 

Cl vals, on 

hand, 

grate. In-low ash 

coals this is not neces- 

sary. Clinkering — coals 

400 or 500 

horsepower in hand-fired 

plants. In small plants, 

upon the other hand, the 

saving in 

devel | ved 

over 

hand-fired boilers is neg- 

ligible. It 

mechanical 

not of so 

labor 

stokers are 

ad- 

vantage in small plants, 

unless the saving in fuel. 

great an 

will be large, or unless 

must not be agitated or 

-clinker formation will re- 

sult. With non-clinkering 
Fle. 44. Arch for Chain-grate Stoker to 

thev have to be installed 

prevent the smoke 

nuisance. Hand-operated 
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- Fig. 45. Arch Lengths and Ignition Rates 

* stokers, however; can. often be installed in small. 

-ing the stokers, must be charged against -them. 

_ rating’ 

“" draft. 

THE 

Value of Coal (BTU) --- 

Feet 
n 

at Ig 

plants and’ effect both greater efficiency and higher 

economy of operation in addition to increasing the- 

‘capacity. Much depends upon the size of the plant. 

The expense-for upkeep is‘ naturally higher for 

mechanical stokers than for hand-fired boilers, and 

this cost, together with the’cost of power for operat- 

The 

power for operating stokers may be either electrical 

or stéam. It requires about 2 

natural draft, ‘and from 214 to 3! 

ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

‘nearly 

‘cite, 

"ence, 

hon content; while anthracite is 

per-cent of the boiler,’ 

for steam. to _— ite mechanical stokers with - 

6 per cent for forced: 

Another loss in stoker ‘firing is the-ashpit loss. 

. the tar 

, boile if 

* bon, 

_be 

‘of bed and the full. width of the -stoker grate. 

Fig. ‘46.°- Special Blocks for-Flat-arch Construction 

May, = 

A certain amount of fine coal sifts through the grates . 

into the ashpit. This loss is sometimes as high.as 6 

per cent and will average about 3 per cent. In some 

cases it has been kept as low as 1 or 2 per cent.. 

Mechanical stokers for coking coals are designed * 

to, burit coal by the progréssive . or coking process. 

; Coal, whatever its grade, cont uns five major ingre-- 

dients. They are: water, known as “moisturé’’; 

tar; coke; ash and impurities such as iron, sulphur, 

lime and magnesia. © all the ingredients, the tar and 

the coke alone are the combustibles. The other por- 

tions are what cause trouble in firing. The tar,- when 

distilled in the high temperature of ‘the furnace, be-_ 

comes which mixing with air burns freely. It 

is what is known and generally spoken of as the 

volatile, and amounts to as high as 48.40 per cent, 

one-half ‘the weight-of the fuel. In ails \- 

on the other hand, the tar or volatile is’ some- 

tinies as low as 2.48 per eent. ‘Owing to this differ- 

bituminous coal which is rich in tar is known” 

“high volatile” coal; while anthracite which is 

in tar is known as a “low volatile” coal. The 

coke in some bituminous coals is of ‘as low a propor: 

tion as 38.75 per cent, while in some anthracite it is 

as high as 86 per cent. .Coke in coal is.spoken of as 

“carlion,” so that a bituminous coal is “low” in car- 

“high” in carbon. 

[ron and sulphur,.also lime and magnesia,, catise 

ctinker: “Ash, the residue after burning, clogs the 

grates, shutting off the supply 6f air unless removed 

Moisture must be evaporated, and it requires as much- ° 

heat to do so in-the furna¢e as though in the boiler 

In the haurning of coal, melting and distillation of 

take first place. When introduced to the- 

high temperature of the firebox, the light volatiles or 

oils are first distilled... Next comes the heavy tar, and 

firially, when all volatiles are driven off, the carbon 

is cohsumed, leaving only the clinker and ash which 

agai the impurities originally existing in the 

coal. The‘volatiles burn with a long flame, and 

they distil rapidly’they fill the: combustion chamber 

atid baffle passage between the water tubes the’ 

The.coke burns with a vivid glow but with. 

comparatively litte’ flame. The yolztiles are known 

as the “long flame” combustion, the cokes.as “short 

flame.’’ As. anthracite coal is almost all fixed car- 

there is so little vol: atile to drive off thet it does 

not, lend itself readily to the coking or progressive. 

method of firing; therefore the same saving cannot .. 

effected by using anthracite as can be’ had by 

burning all the different grades of bituminous coal. 

In the coking process, which is the mechamical- 

stoker pro¢ess of combustion for coking coals, the” 

coa] is fed in: a continuous’ stream of uniform depth 

The 

coal is' then carried progressively forward by a move- 

nent of the grate. or some ‘of its parts. As scon as 

the ‘coal enters‘the furnace, heat drives off some of 

the volatile, which is ignited and kept burning by’ the . 

heat of the fire-brick arch and walls. .The ¢oking 

gas, 

asa 

poor 

as 

of. 
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‘ process is completed before the fuel 

-has traveled far, and then the carbon 

burns progressively until the moving 

mass reaches the place where the ash 

is discharged. When, therefore, a fur- 

nace and stoker are properly designed, 

.the carbon and volatiles have yielded 

their heat by the time they reach ‘this 

point, and the ash is automatically dis- 

charged into the ashpit or hopper 

‘below. This describes the coking process. 1 

Arch for Cliain-qrate Stoker. 

proper coking of coal in the furnace 

and the quick ignition of the gases de- 

pend upon a hot fire on the rear portion 

of the grate and a properly designed 

311 
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_arch to deflect the -heat from the hot 

fire onto the incoming coal. In hand: 

firing, the green coal is thrown on top 

of glowing coals and readily ignited. With chain- 

stoker feed, a constant stream of green coal is fed 

‘into the furnace at one end of the grate or stoker, 

and against a bed of green or only slightly coked 

coal. The heat to coke this coal and ignite the gases 

arising therefrom must come from the back. of the 

furnace and the arch. The design of the arch de- 

pends upon the type of stoker to be installed. In the 

chain-grate stoker, it is flat, as shown in Fig. 44. 

“The'variables which affect arch design are the amount 

of. coal to be ignited per foot of stoker width per 

hour, the percentage of volatile in the fuel,,and the 

heat value of the coal. The longer the stoker grate 

and the greater the amount of coal to be burned per 

linear foot of grate per hour, the greater must be the 

ignition effort. 

ing ‘constant, longer arches must be provided for 

Therefore, all other items remain- 

higher combustion rates and for longer stokers. 

In the chart (Fig. 45) can be found the arch 

lengths with the corresponding ignition rates possible 

with a variety of bituminous coals containing 25 per 

The use of the chart is 

If it is desired to obtain a combus- 

cent or more of volatiles. 

thus explained. 

tion rate of 35 pounds: of coal per square foot of 

grate surface per hour, on a chain grate having an 

active grate length of 10 feet, and coal with a heat 

value of 10,000 B.t.u., the ignition rate would be, 

35 x 10== 350 pounds per hour. Trace upward on 

j X f (bee dite b ani oe + * q & bee RR eter et +h 
fae Sy SaaS 5 

Fig. 48. Section Through Under-feed Stoker 

the chart from the ignition rate of 

where the line intersects the 10,000 B.t.u., coal line, . 

and then level over to the left hand margin. This 

‘will show that an arch 6.3 feet long will be required. 

The graphs shown are based on actual performances 

with fuel of high volatility, under close observation. 

Height of arch is equally important in the design 

of a stoker furnace, and the slope is as important as 

the height. It is found that the arch must have a 

pitch upwards toward the rear for the best results, 

350 pounds to 

, and that it must have a definite height above the fuel ° 

: ANN poe ke eAQENS 
Ses Seu 

} yards 
4 

-bed. Experiments at all heights from zero to 24 

inches above the top of the fuel bed indicate that for 

average conditions a height of 15 inches will give 

the best general results. As to the slope, experi 

ments so far have not determined the exact pitch, 

but they have determined the limits between ‘which 

the best results can be obtained. A pitch of 2 inches 

per foot is better than 1 inch. At a pitch of 4 inches 

and over there is a slight tendency to smoke. The 

best pitch, then, lies somewhere between 2 inches 

per foot and 4 inches per foot. It is probably around 

3 inches per foot, which would be quite a fair average 

Parabola arches, when properly designed and: pro 

portioned to height, length’ and _ pitch, 

tense ignition results. They are hard to keep in 

repair, however, and if built as true arches, they 

exert a thrust, often very decided, on the side walls. 

give n- 
] 

ver\ 

i 

The’ limiting factor in the design of 

| a stoker is the ability of the arch, to 

| ignite the coal. Arches can ignite as 

high as 60 pounds of coal per square 

foot of grate surface, which limits the 

rate of combustion to that amount.’ 

Stokers are designed to burn fuel at’ 

\ different rates, ranging anywhere from 

Ade ey 20 to 60 pounds per square foot of SN m a%s 0 
‘aA grate surface per hour, and the igni- 

AN SSS ‘ ° . 2 
AN NEARS tion arches must be designed to ignite 

\ _—- ° 
the fuel at the maximum rate at which 

it is designed to be used, if the best re- 

Fig. 47. Under-feed Stoker sults are to be obtained. Special blocks 
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‘are rhade for flat-urcli.construction. A‘ number Of- 

‘flat-arch blocks of different shapes ‘are shown ‘in 

Fig..46. The blocks are suspended from the lower 

flanges of :I-beams, or from special’ T-beams on which ° 

‘they are‘strung. ‘hey interpose the full thickness 

of their bulk between the iron or steel beams and 

the interior of .the’furnace, as the illustration’ shows. 

Under:feed Stokers:- The distinguishing ‘feature 

of under-feed stokers is, as the tiame would imply, 

that coal is thrust into the! furnace under the, coals 

and ashes already there, instead of on top, as-in hand- 

firing; or continuously at one ‘end at the’ top as‘in 

chain-grate firing. Cne type of under-feed stoker is 

shown in Fig. 47. Coal,enters the furnace. through 

a séries of retorts, ‘forced in fre mm the ‘hopper by a - 

‘plunger. The retorts are ‘separated from one another. 

bya series of ttuiveres through which: heated air en- 

_tets the furnace to carry on the process of -combus- 

‘tion.: The: tuyeres formirig thé sides of the retorts 

‘are not statioriary. - They are made up of a series of 

plates, one on top of another, with air outléts be-.- 

tween. These plates are .reciprocating, those form- — 

-ing one side of-a retort moving forward as.the other 

side- moves ‘backward, thereby moving. the fuel down 

passes on to over-feed grate bars, then to reeipricat- ’ 

‘ing plates for agitating, crushing and discharging the. 

ashes. The retort sides opérate the over-feed grates. 

‘’ Over-feed Stokers. A mechanical stoker. which’ 

operates on natural. draft and is known as a side: 

. over-feed, or opposéd type stoker, ‘is showri. in Fig. 

49." At each side of the furnace éxtending fram 

‘front .to rear are coal magazines’ from which: coal 

is fed to the’ furnace: --To-enter the furnace, coal 

-must pass through a, threat formed by a movable | 

.““*stoker D6x” which: rests upon and nioves horizon- 

tally over a coking plate or ledge. The distance of 

travel of this stoker box regulates the feed to, that 

side of the furnace. As the coal-leaves the magazine 

it rests for a’ short time Qn the coking plate. Here 

the volatile gases are, driven off and mixéd with pre- 

heated. air delivered through the arch-plate air-ducts. 

‘The grates’are made in pairs, one fixed and’-the 

other moyable. The fixed grates rest at their upper 

‘ends against the coking plates. The lower ends are 

supported by the grate. bearers, “The movable grates 

are pivoted at their .upper ends and actuated at the 

lowér ‘ends by a rocker shaft. This alternate moye- 

“ment breaks up the fuel bed, prevents avalanching, 

the incline and thickening the*fuel bed. At the tower * 

end of the ‘incline, nedr the: bridge wall, the fuel bed | 

keeps the graté clinker free, and advances the ash: 

vradually to-where it is-removed:by thie.clinker grinder. 

= ‘ j om \ .| 
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Fig, 49. Side Over-feed or Opposed Type Stoker 
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American Church Architecture 

By AARON G. ALEXANDER. 
Of the Office of Hobart B. Upjohn 

-ECENTLY 

a well known architect to the effect that there 

. was no worthy church architecture in America 

until about 25. years ago. I wonder if that state- 

ment-is true or even fair. To one who has for some 

‘years been intimately connected ‘with church: archi- 

_ tecture and all-the conditions which govern this par- 

ticular type of -building, it seems that it is not true. 

| believe that if one were to go back to some of 

the old churches and study them as to their archi- 

tectural compositions, taking into consideration the 

conditions ef- the times when they were built and 

the number of churches erected during their-periods, 

_ one would find the average good compared with that’ 

of any- other type of building. Certainly, when one 

takes American church architecture, which is’ essen- 

tially’ Colonial, into consideration, it is easy to ‘find 

‘many gems of-me rit, so many, in fact, that today we 

‘are continually referring back to their graceful spires 

and interiors for inspiration. They were of: the 

‘meeting house type, 

some of them are beautiful’and stately. On the 

other hand, there are ‘many who hold the view that 

to have the proper, sense of dignity and religious 

character, a, church can be. only of Gothic 

and must be built of: stone. The Gothic style is, of 

course, not that upon which our earliest American 

architectural traditions are’ founded, so | believe this’ 

statement is made mere often by those 

thoughts: turn to the richness and beatity’of crafts- 

‘manship and variety of materials so characteristic of 

(sothic, 

early ( Slonial architecture. 

‘We; as Americans, are. perhaps too much given, to 

whose 

the habit of looking. at a building and considering ° 

‘and. leaded’ its materials, expensive stone . tracery: 

costly interiors, furnishings; etc., and then at 

its general architecture. If we find the building’ is 

glass, 

nota sort ‘of jewel box,.with stone walls inlaid with . 

with foreign leaded’ glass and. 

the interiors of:¢arved wood with w rought iron fix- 

marble*or stone trim, 

tures, 

roi tap 

’- other 

* feel like passing it by and hunting for one 

as I. might say, worthy -of' our attention. In 

words, if we see a church building ‘of Gothic 

design built-of brick with wood tr: acery’ windows, 

we are not likely’ to consider the conditions which 

& aused the architect to adopt these’ materials, but 

‘instead we'simply’ pass on with a remark criticizing 

him who did such. a thing. On the other hand, | 

[ heard a statement attributed to: 

there 

but there is no denying that 

‘has is 

design * 

times, we 

rather than to the’ simple refinement of our. 

by bishops, who, mstead 

-of telling the ‘architect whit 

believe that any. building that is built as a frank, 

honest effort with the funds available deserves atten- 

not 

archi- 

tion. It may be built of materials: which are 

wholly in keeping with the particular style of 

tecture, and yet there may be many lines and details 

that are‘of interest. FI do believe, that: it 

is safe to say that we have adv: inced more in church 

architecture in the past 25 years than our predé- 

cessors did in the preceding 25 years, and the reason 

is simply that we have kept in stride,.as it were, with 

the times. One reason for this is that in the past 

were not fhe same opportunities for’ studying 

the old churches abroad nor such facilities for build-. 

ing as we have had in later years. 

At the beginning of this article I speak of the condi- 

tions besetting an architect in the practice of church 

architecture, and [ might mention what these are :— 

the funds available; the dictation by committees ; 

and the general feeling in the past on the part of not 

only the architect but also of the contractor that a. 

church is a poor sort of client, which feeling is inva- 

riably productive of -poor design as well as- poor con- 

struction. The most difficult problem an architect 

the designing of a small church, since the 

funds are generally unequal to the requirements, and’ 

éven though the design may be rather good, the archj- 

tect finds it necessary to specify materials that he 

would not use if he did not absolutely have to. 

As church architecture has kept pace with the 

now find the different 

forming “boards” for ‘the aid of 

help raise funds and finance buildings. 

therefore, 

denominations 

small churches to - 

We read in 

the press, from time to time, when general assem- 

blies. of the clergy are held, that the heads of the 

denominations deplore the poor-average church archi-, 

tecture, and it is interesting to note the reasons that 

they put forward. Receritly I read two addresses 

blaming the architects, 

placed the blame mostly on the fact that the building 

committees have too much to say as to designs and 

plans, and they recommend, that the committees con- 

‘fine -their efforts to financing and to the selection of 

proper architects.: From my experience, I believe 

that following this advice would be a stridé forward. 

I do not say this with any sarc: asm. It is natural 

that a man competent to sérve on the average build- 

ing committee, should feel that he is quite capable 

to do instead ‘of 

requirements. The committees are 

just 

simply stating 

313 



generally made up of — a ‘of the & iiieaaiiee 

who are intimately connected ‘with, and therefore are. 

tharoughly conversant with, different branches of 

the church activities, and, are ‘for the same reason 

interested each in only this particular department. 

‘One is interested in the- Junior Department, another 

.in the church, another in the organ, ete. Consider- 

ing that committees are made up of: such men, one: 

‘-can readily see that an architect, has-his harids full, 

arid also why I heartily agree with the: bishops’ state- 

ments.’ Of course, such conditions as these enter,’ 

into all classes of constrtiction, but more so I believe ° 

‘in church work, because there are more people -inti- 

mately connected with such a building , and a ehurch 

is a sort of , locat’ comniunity- enterprise in which | 

everyone has to be considered.°: Therefore, it_.be- 

hooves an architect when starting on a church to im- 

press the committee with the fact that he is really 

familiar -with ‘all: the different’ angles and phases of 

a ‘church plan, and.té do this in such a way as to 

gain the complete confidence. of the different mem- 

bers of: the committee. - Once he has done ‘this, he- 

has half, the battle wan: ‘ If he ‘rez illy is not familiar . 

-with all the details,’ he should seek the advice ot the 

church boards, already referred to, previously to. ap- 

pearing before the cqgmmittee, or else associate “with 

him an architect who-has made-a successful specialty 

of church work, When one considers that a church’ 

_ building is designed and planned. in accordance with 

past history and the development of worship in the- 

‘particular denomination to which the church belongs, 

St. Luke’s Church; Katonah, N. Y. 

Hobart B. Upjohn, Architect 
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‘one ‘can readily see-‘that church \ einai means 

not..simply cribbing a former plan, bit is a matter of 

studying the history of the church and applying it to. 

-the needs of the particular. design Gne is working on: 

AAs to the’ returns ‘from a a church .commission, it 

is true that the remuneration is not as high as’ that. 

from commercial buildings, but, ‘on the other hand, 

. it is not true that the poor returns are due. to non-. 

payment on account of inability-to raise funds. . 1: 

‘.am finding more and more, as time goes on, ‘that the 

contractors who’ in the past have held this view and 

refused to bid dre realizing that times have changed. 

It is now possible to make a’ selection from.a list of 

reputz ible contractérs,: and to assure’ the architect -of 

having his ideas carrjed out as. he wants them. 

J recall hearing not long ago that-a well known 

architect who had never built a church. had beeri 

awarded a commission for a’Gothic church, although - 

he had always specialized in Colonial architecture of 

.an entirely different class of building. From my 

. experiencé,: I believe it is safe to say that he will do™ 

himself more harm with a.certain ‘group before he 

gets through than if he had turned the commission 

pe Sa or else associated with him‘a fellow architect. 

_I might suggest to this architect that the two books 

entitled, ‘American Churches” “would be very ‘help- 

ful. They ‘were published in 1915 and cover recom: 

mendations on everything: that enters into this work, 

I am going to devote myself to passing along’ to 

my fellow’ architects some few suggestions as to 

he indling the problem of a a church building. First of ° 



"ing. 
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‘all, the proper recommendation to the committee. 

‘Almost all the different denominations have archi- 

‘tectural service boards whose heads have drawn up 

certain recommendations which are always available 

for the asking, and are often helpful. After absorb- 

ing as much of this information as possible, first study 

the problem not so much on the money side as on 

the. requirement side. Get the average attendance 

of the church for the past five years, and balance 

it with possible growth in the new church build- 

Study the essential requirements of the denomi- 

nation in question, 

_in use; 

tion. In this connection, let me say that probably 

the most satisfactory arangement is that of the choir 

stalls at either side of the chancel, with pulpit and 

reading desk on either side of the chancel arch, and 

other. furniture grouped in the apse in accordance 

with the demands of the denomination. 

The organ console should be placed in such a posi- 

tion that the organist’ is screened from view of the 

‘congregation, but so that he can see the choir with- 

out having: to use the old fashioned mirror arrange- 

ment. I might say a word here as to the organ. A 

great many architects believe that an organ can be 

built to fit into any space, and that the console is 

‘ about the size of a table. This-may all be true for 

an installation in an existing church, but the organ 

that: is’ built under such conditions has not as good 

. a tone as it would have had if’ its design and space 

“ reqtirements had been taken into account originally 

‘THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

‘the ceiling 12 feet. 

and‘ascertain the type of service’ 

the number in the choir and the choir’s loca- ° 

. ww — Jt 

by the architect of the building. Try have an 

organ chamber with a ceiling height of not less than 

17 feet, and if that is not feasible, have one dimen- 

sion of the floor plan that size, the other 9 feet, with 

Avoid “pockets” by giving the 

-organ at least 95 ‘per cent of opening on one side 

into the auditorium, the opening extending from the 

floor to as near the ceiling as the architecture of the 

interior will permit. The.organ screen can be de- 

signed so that the opening is not apparent to the eye 

but so that the sound can escape, which is the rhain- 

thing to consider. The dimensions given apply to 

the average medium organ. ‘The larger the 

organ, needless to say, the larger the space required. 

The.motor or blower room should-be situated in the 

basement in a.dust- and soundproof room and con- 

nected to the organ chamber and console with wind 

pipes and conduits, the correct sizes of which can 

be obtained from any of the organ manufacturers. 

As for the designing of furniture and equipment, 

this would take more space than could be given it here, 

let it suffice to refer again to the books already, 

thentioned. They contain chapters devoted to the 

pulpit, lectern, pews, altar, etc., and by 

them, one cannot go’ far wrong. 

When the requirements are determined, the désign 

of the church can be started. There is'a growing 

tendency among the different denominations to favor 

certain styles, but whatever style the architect adopts, 

he must employ materials that mean permanence and 

necessitate the smallest possible upkeep cost. <A 

sized 

consulting. 

ah 
A 

-Sunday . School Building, Church of St. James the Less, Scarsdale, N..- Y. 

*. Hobart B. Upjohn, Architect 
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Plan, St. Luke's Church, Katonah, \N.. Y. 

church is not just a building in which to have rieet-. 

‘ings. “It must, have dignity, character and ‘perma- 

nence as its inherent qualities. ’ The use of masonry 

in the ‘walls ‘is likely to give these qualities, whereas 

wooden walls fail to give the same effect and should 

not be considered. unless financial considerations ab-- 

solutely compel their use. On the other hand, wooden.. 

ceilings and: exposed rafters add much warmth ‘and 

charm to’ a stone or rough’ plastered interior and ~ 

are in accordance with the best architectural tradition. | 

The plan of the ‘church,’ parish house and Sunday 

‘School building should be suited to everyday and - 

departmental use.” The old “Akron” plan of small ' 

classrooms opening’ from the main auditorium, sep- 

. arated by folding.doors, is a “one- day” or “Sunday” 

building. Each department should have a .separate 

room, designed ‘with a decorative interior so as to 

‘attract’ members. A department will os more 

rapidly -under suck conditions. 

If'the funds at hand do, not meet the needs, design - 

the building so that it can be added to in the future. 

Take, for instance, the plans of St. Luke’s Church, 

‘Katonah; N: Y. This is a small church, designed. 

in a simple English style, with provision. for future 

’- extension as shown-upon the plan by the dotted lines. . 

_It was‘ found that’ the present congregation, numbers 

about 100 .and with the new church would number 

Plan, Chapel of the Cross, Chapel Hill, N. C. Plan, Flatbush Presbyterian Church: 
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150, and in the next five years it will undoubtedly 

increase ‘to 250, since the community is growing. 

Additional seating is to be taken care of by simply 

extending the present front wall and adding two bays 

to the length of the nave. The dotted lines on the ° 

plans of the parish house adjoining indicate the’ 

future additions to the Sunday School rooms. The 

building is planned on the basis of seating 150, and 

is a complete, temporary unit, but the committee 

: knows how to take care of the future without having 

to build some sort of a “bump” out on the side. Addi- 

_tional seating can often be provided in a’balcony, but 

as this means a higher building and therefore more 

cubage, it is not especially feasible where the saving 

of costs is important. This church at Katonah was 

erected in 1922, and is of field stone up to the water- 

‘'table, with the’ rest of the walls of timber and-stucco 

in half-timber patterns. .A comparison: of this 

chureh with the Sunday School building of the 

-Church of St. James the Less, at Scarsdale, N. Y.., 

‘ ‘will illustrate readily the: point about dignity and 

permanence made here. The boiler room of the 

-church at Katonah is placed under the chancel, which 

position saved in the excavating; owing to the ‘extra 

headroom necessary to raise in the chancel: floor 

above that of the nave. The cost of general con- 

struction at Katonah, exclusive of furniture, was_ 
Nave, Holy Trinity Church 

. Holy Trinity Church, Greensboro, N. .. 

Hobart B. Upjohn, Architect '; 
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39 cents a cubic foot.- The church is fortunate in 

being able to meet-its present requirements and in. 

Knowing that it can enlarge the, church and ‘parish 

- house: without in any way ‘injuring their harmony,: 

Alterations and: additions to, existing buildings are 

other things that the architect must continually. con- 

sider. - One -difficult, part of this is the.matter of 

quoting an intelligent price for such work. “The 

only sure way in the ¢ase of additions and altera-° 

tions is to obtain a preliminary estimate .from‘a rep- - 

utable contractor. The eost of the new part can be 

hgured on the cubage. . The Katbus h 'résbyterran 

Church, -Brooklyn, which is illustrated here, is a case 

‘in point. The main church building and ‘tawer are new, 

‘but the part at the right is the old church which was. 

turried into a Sunday School building. These alter: 

ations consisted of the installing of a second floor in - 

the old church atiditorium .and dividing the space 

into classrooms, and the cost of this was about a fifth 

of the total contract for the enlargement and new’ 

building. The main church.is constructed with‘stone 

. walls, imitation stone trim, slate roof, oak trim in- 

side, with stone arches and cypress. ceiling-in nave. 

The gymnasium with. stage, locker anc: shower, 

rooms, and the kitchen adjoining are situated in the - 

basement under the main church Although a Pres- 

-byterian church,-.the chancel is laid out on much the 

plan common in Episcopal churches, with pulpit, .lee- 

tern, etc. The church building was built in 1923 at-ap- 

proximately 45 cents per cubic foot, exclusive of fur-- 

niture .or the many varieties of.equipment necessary. 

Taking up”a different style of architecture, the 

‘Colonial, we find that, for’ reasons of: genera] con- .’: 

struction, this type of building can be usually built 

more economically, say, from five’to ten cents. per 

‘ cubic foot less than.the costs, of the churches already | 

described. In writing thesé paragraphs [ have merely 

scratched the surface, in the hope that. I-may, in a 

way, bring to the attention of some architects the 

problems that church. architecture entails. As.a help, 

to some in quoting’to a committee the cost of a build- ° 

-ing, | believe. one can safely count on‘these cubic ° 

foot costs, ‘exclusive of ‘furniture and equipment :., ' 

‘A small, simply designed , aghes type chureh, 

35 to 40 cents a cubic foot. : 

A- Gothie church, with stone walls anid stone aiad 

47 to 50 cents, a cubic foot. 

A simple Colonial building, 40 to 45 cents a. foot. 

\ more pretentious ( ‘olonial design, 42 to 48. cents 

a cubic ‘foot: . ‘ ae 

‘Use-is frequently made of the so-called Colonial. 

"style, indéed, wholly because of its economy. Detail’ 

may be properly developed in wood rather than in 

real or artificial stone, likely’ to be considered neces- : 

sary in using. ( Gothic forms; then- too the very sim- ae 

plicity of design and plan. which characterizes a 

‘Colonial building’ is well suited.to*certain surround- 

ings. It is a type which is flexible and easily handled. , 

Sunday Se hool Building, Church of St. James the Less, Scarsdale, N. Y. 

Hobs art B. Upjohn, Architect , , 
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Photos.. Kenneth Clark 
FIRST CONGREGATION AL CHURCH,’ NORWALK, CONN. 

; CHARLES C. GRANT:AND ‘JERAULD DAHLER, ARCHITECTS 

* ING several-splendid examples of churches * Green-at Norwalk, Conn. A little circular published. 

in. the Colonial stvle built withir the last two at thé time it was proposed to build a new chirch to 

vears, there is none which surpasses in charm and replace the old First Congregational Meeting Hous« 

‘refinement of detail as well as excellence of scale and of Norwalk, says that the new church structure is 

composition, the ‘First. Congregational Church on the ‘to be’ in keeping with the best‘ traditions of the ( 
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‘FORUM SPECIFICATION AND’ DATA SHEET—104 

Charles €.. Grant & Jerauld Dahler, First C ongregational _—s Norwalk, Conn. ; 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS - 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: 
lirepre of. Steel trussés, floor beams, and tower 

Architects 

‘ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: . 
(oncez aled, cove lighting in auditoriuni. 

INTE RIOR MILL WORK: 
White wood, painted. - -Doors,, mahogany. . 

- frame. | lollow tile and brick walls. Rein-' w FINISH: 
forced ce mecrete fh OT slabs. D or. ALL. rs a ; 

2X TERIOR MATERIALS; Bt ee ee, ee 
wer Se ae . sie DECORATIVE: TREATMENT : 

apboards ; wood trim. ~ Paneled walls: run plaster moulds, 

ee. SEATING CAPACITY : 
: ‘Slate. fa _ ‘About 520. | 2 
WiRDO ws: . oe , APPROXIMATE CUBIC FOOTAGE: 

|° Double-hung, wood.- Tinted glass. * 356.500. © 

FLOORS: . : COST: PER CUBIC FOOT: 
(. ork tile on concrete. ‘Approximately 45 cents. 

HEATING: DATE OF COMPLETION ; 
Recirculated. hot air, April, 1925. 

‘gregational Church; that: the Ionic portico and _old churches of the’.colonial period’; that a wide, 

slender, graceful spire are to follow. precedents es- 

tablished by the best-examples of Colonial‘ cliurches 

in New England, and that, the’ portico with ‘its white 

marble - platform and steps is to shelter three main 

‘entrance doors opening into a spacious vestibule 15 

wide by 40 feet long, with a stairway 

end leading to the gallery across: the end of the main 

auditorium: that large glass doors will lead 

from the vestibule into the main auditorium, a room 

-62 feet square, with a seating capacity of 420 on the 

main floor and 180 in the galleries, making a -total 

_ of 600 sitting S 5 that the interior architecture of the 

auditoriuin will be designéd after the be st types. of 

three 

| 

Second Floor 

a] 

\ 
f 

s 
nf 

c 

—— 

Main Floor 

. rectly back of this che inceél, 

“wll be the organ itself ; 

at each, 

spreading, elliptical arch will frame the pulpit plat- 

form .and ‘apse-like chancel, 

the low -choir gallery 

which will be 

that di- 

but concealed from view, 

that choir rooms, a pastor “a 

study, a women’s parlor and rest room and a menio- 

rial roonr over the entrance: vestibule. will complete ; 

the plan of the church; that the ‘building will be of 

reinforced and brick, ‘with the ‘exterior 

masonry walls covered with clapboards in order to 

produce the desired Colonial effect of a white painted 

ae ‘n meeting house. 

back of 

and organ console ; 

concrete 

All of these provisions of the 

original program for rebuilding hz ave been carried o out. 

. Interior, Norwalk Congregational Church 
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e ee a. ae 
. Photos. George H. Van Anda 

‘ST. MATTHEW'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. 

W. J. CHERRY and H. E. MATZ, ARCHITECTS _ 

UILT of rough. stone: laid up with irregular of the window above. A treatment of the entrance 

joints, the exterior of this church possesses a ‘door and window somewhat more rugged in char 

roughness of texture perhaps a little inconsistent acter would have given greater consistency to the 

‘with the refinement of detail shown in the cast stone exterior design. The plan shows a long navé, the 

‘Gothic detail of the: entrance door and the tracery walls of which are divided into six bays’ by heavy - 
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FORUM ‘SPECIFIC. ATION AND DATA’ SHEET—105 

_ Matthew’ s Lutheran Church, White Plains, Mm: ¥. W. J. Cherry and H. E. Matz, Architects. 

‘OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS: ; p LL MB ING: 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION Open fixtures. 
A a ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS: Lighting. 
ata * INTERIOR MILL-WORK 

ae . —_ ( ypress. Ya m 
| “ROO! INTERIOR ‘WALL FINISH: 
| Slate. Plaster, : es 
| WINDOWS SEAFING CAPACITY 

Cast stone, "450, 2 ae 

| FLOORS:. COST OF BUILDING: 
| Cork and rubber. . $75,000. - hig 

HEATING DATE OF COMPLETION : 
| Steain ‘June, 1925. | ° , | 

a ‘timbers "supported on massive earved wall. rather unfortunate that the use. of the basement for 

The 

study 

and .the 

consistent 

brackets. side entrance 

munister’s 

exter rr’ of the 

show a and successful 

contrast to 

lt 

stucco and brick, 

walls:of the 

use of half-timber, 

the 

in 

rough stone main church, iS 

the. 

the’ wide, 

Sunday: School’ necessitates the introduction of 

low windows in the bays of the nave. These 

windows are not with -the 

grace tuk lc ncet windows but are; 

‘in harmony or in scale 

of course, necessary, 

Interior Looking East Entrance St ud y : 

aU 

Did tieaii .- 

f

e

 
a
 

mms 
a’ | 

4 misters) 

Main Floor ° 
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* ALL SAINTS’ CHURCH, BEVERLY. HILLS, CALIF. 

ROLAND E. COATE, ARCHITECT 

HAT it is possible to be original in the free han 

dlmg and adaptation of a.particular style of 

architecture without being bizarre or exotic is evi 

denced by this unique but excellent piece of -architec 

tural design. There is unusually fine scale ‘as well 

_as simplicity shewn in both the exterior and interior 

of this adaptation of the ‘Spanish Renatssance. style 

The narrow arched windows, located high in the 

exterior ‘walls, and: the simple round window in the 

west front, suggesting a simplification of the typical 

‘ Gothic windows, are so well spaced and well propor 

tidned that it is possible to give a pleasing importance: 

to the wall surfaces themselvés. The WMpertance o1 

‘the height and the scale, of the walls enclosing th 

nave or auditorium is strongly emphasized by the 

_| low tile-roofed entrance porch and wing. The plan 

is exceedingly, simple and direct. An unusually long. 

narrow nave, terminating in a Semi-circdlar san 

tuary, together with tlie space set'apart forthe choir, 

| “occupies over a third of the interior of the church 

"On one side of the choir is a good sized organ room 

and a small heater room, while on the opposite sick 

a narrow passageway" connects the nave and the chon 

with a side entrance to the church and the corridos 

or cloister leading to the various rooms used by the 

‘choir and clergy. In the’ entrance vestibule, o1 

narthex a simple but massive font with ornamental 

character, every detail « if this church is designed with 

‘the utmost care and consideration for scale and stv 

Stained to imitate italian walnut, all the details of 

>. wrought irom cover is located. Although simple ne 

Main Floor 

a — — — 
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OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION : 

Re inforced hollow ‘conerete. 

EXTERIOR MATERI ALS: 

Whitewashed concrete. 

} ROOF 

Hand-made Mexican tile. 

WINDOWS: 

No sash.in church proper ; sash in vestry. 

FLOORS 

May; 1926 

FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—106 

All Saints’ Church, Beverly Hills, Calif.; Roland E.-Coate, Architect’ . 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 

Lighting. eo) | 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH: .° . /4 

WM hitewashed concrete. 2 * ie” t | 

SEATING CAPACITY ~e - e ae ; 

Approximately 120. ; - ee 

APPROXIMATE ‘CUBIC FOOTAGE | 

74,800. baat é 

COST PER CUBIC FOOT: ~——  ) ‘| 

Piles. 

HEATING 

Hot air, f¢ irced Ss) stem. 

‘24 cents, not including furniture. 

DATE OF COMPLETION: 

May, 1925. 

church furniture, such’ as the pulpit, choir ‘stalls, 

sanctuary seats and chancel rails, are original: and 

interesting ‘in manner in 

which they indicate a free.adaptation of Spanish de- 

design on account.of the 

tal Phe use of long wall hangings back of the choir 

stalls and covering the entire west end of the nave | 

is effective from an artistic point of view, and ser- 

vicedble from a practical considération, as they have 

a very definite usé in ‘improving the. acoustic proper- 

Choir and Sanctuary 

ties of the church. Such height and extent of. hard 

plaster walls uncovered by tapestries or hangings are 

not favorable to the best acoustic. conditions. Th 

rich tones of these hangings are repeated in the dark 

stained wooden girders and rafter beams-of ‘the roof. 

‘giving the proper. balance of light and dark to the 

interior design. It is rare to find a church, large or ° 

small, designed, built and furnished with such judg 

ment, taste and regard for architectural -tradition. 

C ‘hoir and Nave 
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CHURCH OF THE COVENANT, WILMINGTON, N. C. . 

KENNETH M. MURCHISON, and GAUSE & LYNCH, ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS 

. | ——— ‘ 

Main Floor : ; ; ° ; “ Second Floor 
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FORUM SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—107 : x 

Church of the Covenant, Wilmington, N. C.; Kenneth M. Murchison, and Gause & Lynch, 
, i Associated ‘Architects . ; a. 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS a . ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 

“GENERAL CONSTRUCTION : , Cable with outlets. for lights. recepitaclés and - 
Masoriry walls, frame structure - «switches. ' : 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS:  ° * INTERIOR MILL WORK: 
Seam-faced gran.te ee ae : 

IR y( yF : ‘ : ad ; ah. ° > 3 

Slate. | 7 INTERIOR WALL FINISH:*, ae 

WINDOWS . . . Caen stone plaster. 

Leaded glass. oto DECORATIVE TREATMEN' 

— IRS Gothic ; oak screen on platform.. 
Pine. lprpreaccicab ages fos yoternarly 

HEATING , : SEATING CAPACITY : 

‘Hot air. - Main auditorium, 400. 

PLUMBING 3 7 DATE OF COMPLETION 
Cast iron pipe, and fittings with back ventilation. . About June, 1917. - 

‘S.an example: of simple adaptation of the-Eng- the color of the stone walls. Limestone is used fox 

A lish parish church, this. building at Wilmington .the trim, window and door details. The latter show 

is excellent, ‘The seam-faced granite, varying suff-- simple Gothic mouldings and treatment in keeping 

ciently in color to obviate all monotony of’color and with the general style of the building. The windows 

texture, makes a most attractive material for this’ of the church auditorium show flat tops‘and are of 

English type of small church.’ The interior plan of . sufficient width to well light the interior. 

the building, which includes not only the: church Although -not, indicated on, the plans shown here, a 

auditorium but also roonis for the Sunday School large pafish house, designed in a‘simple Gothic style. 

and a large assembly room above, is clearly: indicated — similar to that used in the church itself, is connected 

in the. exterior design of the building. The wing.of with it by an archway on the side of the church dccit- 

.the building occupied by the Sunday School and as- pied by the minister’s study and women’s room 

sembly room is placed’ at right angles to the church above. A driveway from the street leads across the 

auditorium, the low square bell. tower’ pleasantly churchyard through this archway, making ‘it possible 

breaking the angle between these two parts.of the for wedding and baptismal parties‘to enter through 

building. The steep roofs are covered with slates. tlie side door leading into the minister’s study. The . 

varving shades which harmonize pleasantly with — plan of .the church’ building shows ‘pleasing balance.. - 

nal = 

Parish House, Church of the Covenant 
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CHURCH :OF THE -HOLY SPIRIT, LAKE. FOREST, ILL. 

GRANGER & BOLLENBACHER, ARCHITECTS 

I N this.small church at Lake Forest a suggestion 

of the English parish church is found .in the low 

square tower above the choir and the long, unbroken 

_ lines of the roof. -Suggestive of the cruciform plan,. 

stnall - gable-roofed. bays break the length of the 

church like short transepts at the point. where the 

At one side, and 

parallel to the church, is a large parish house con- 

tower.rises above the main roof. 

‘taining Sunday School’ rooms and. an. ‘auditorium. 

This building, like the church itself, is constructed of 

-rough-finished stone laid’ up randdm with irregular 

joints. Half-timber and stucco.have been introduced 

in the gable ends of the church and parish building, 

and-also in the panels between the first- and second 

story windows of the parish house. In design both 

‘of these- buildings show a very free use of English 

_parish church precedent. The effect of the whole com 

position is pleasing on account of its long, low lines. 

The interior architecture of the church is less rest 

-ful than the exterior, largely on account of the sharp 

contrast between the light plaster surfaces and the 

dark toned brick piers and dark stained roof timbers 

sacl 

_—~ 

Main Floor 
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OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION : 

non-fhreproof,. 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS: 

Limestone. 

ROOF 

Slate. 

WINDOWS: 

Wood casements. 

FLOORS: 

W ood, tile and slate. 

HEATING: 

Steam, oil burner. 

Masonry walls, .wood floor; roof construction, . 

FORUM SEPECIFICATION: AND DATA SHEET—108 Ps 

Church of the Holy Spirit, Lake Forest, Ill.; Granger & Bollenbacher, Architects 

PLUMBING: | . 
Open fixtures. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: 
Usual conduit ‘wiring. , 

INTERIOR MILL WORK: 
Oak. 

. INTERIOR: WALL FINISH: 
Sand-finished plaster. 

DECORATIVE TREATMENT: 
Stained woodwork. 

SEATING CAPACITY 
About 350. 

COST: 5 
Parish House cost $69,000. 

DATE OF COMPLETION 
Parish house completed’ June 1, 1925. 

and rafters. Even the brick arches of the east wall 

out conspicuously the light toned 

plaster walls above them. The placing: of the tower 

stand against 

between the sanctuary and the nave of the church 

gives added depth and importance to the choir itself. 

This division is emphasized by the heavy rood beam 

4 [ 

dy’ i 
i 
' 
} 

with its cross between the nave and choir. The gen 

- eral proportions of the interior as shown in the -rela 

tions between the length, the. width and the height of 

the nave, extending as-it does up to the peak of th 

roof, with rafters.and girders largely exposed to view. 

are, successful and pleasing as: well as appropriate. 

\ 
! AL! epeeeye ' 

— 

a4 po te. lll 

”, 

Interior, Church of the Holy Spirit 
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, ELLINGTON CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, -ELLINGTON, CONN. 

CLARK & ARMS, ARCHITECTS 

| Basement 

te 
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Ellington Congregational Church, Ellington, Conn., Clark & Arms, Architects 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 
| GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: 

Basement, brick and frame above, wood frame, 

with steel construction in tower. 
ENTERIOR MATERIALS 

Clapboards and matched siding. 
ROOF 

Black slate 
WINDOWS 

~ Double-hung, 
FLOORS 

Maple. 
HEATING 

Steam. 
PLUMBING 

loilets in basement. 

wood 

| 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: : , ae 

Lighting, and blower for ofgan. iat, 
INTERIOR MILL WORK 

Pine. ; : 
INTERIOR WALL FINISH: ; 

I’laster. ne ie oe 2 ea = 
DECORATIVE TREATMENT : “Tt - 

Paint. 
SEATING CAPACITY : 

280. : ; ; 
\PPROXIMATE CUBIC FOOTAGI 

192,157." 
COST PER CUBIC FOOT: 

1715 .cents. ; 
YEAR OF COMPLETION 

1916. 

HIS white painted wooden church shows ynusu- 

ally careful study of Colonial. proportions and de- 

tails. So consistent is the entire design that the casual 

observer might easily believe that this church was 

built 150 instead of only ten years ago. The grace- 

ful entrance portico with its: four lonic columns 

standing on an imposing flight of eight broad steps, 

and backed by pilasters and a flat wall surface ob- 

tained in the old fashioned way by the use of close- 

matched siding, adds much to the old time appear- 

entrance front. The use of ance of the wooden 

quoins for.the corners of the building, to give an 

exterior indication of the interior divisions of the 

-plan, is another pleasingly: old fashioned treatment 

\lthough there are a few such examples to be found . 

in Colonial -architecture, thé use of the Palladian 

type of window for all of the large side windows of: 

the church is a little unusual. White painted wood- 

work, old fashioned pews with mahogany rails, an 

interesting and pleasing’ treatment and location ‘of 

the organ and choir gallery back of the minister's 

platform and reading desk, strike a harmonious note 

in reflecting the congregational’ and old .fashioned 

New England. character 6f this fine cliurch interior. 

East End, Ellington Congregational Church 
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CHAPEL FOR ST. ALBAN’S PARISH, BEXLEY, 

MILLER & REEVES, ARCHITECTS 

“O 

Plan, Chapel and Sunday School Rooms 

“4 oY) wv) 

COLUMBUS, O. 

[ is interesting to note that one has 

to travel all the way to Ohio to find 

one of the best small churches built 

within the last three vears in a modified 

type of the Colonial style. Delicacy of 

detail, simplicity of design and excel 

lence of composition give to this small 

ecclesiastical edifice real distinction 

The main door, although ample in siz 

for its purpose as the principal entrances 

to the small nave, is so well designed 

and proportioned that it does not over 

‘power the little end elevation of this 

small church. The use of quoins for 

the several corners of the building, to 

gether with the delightful pedimented 

treatment of each of the gable ends, 

gives an architectural stability and 

dignity seldom found in wooden archi 

tecture, whether the building be large 

‘or small, old or new. The long, low 

wing .containing the Sunday Schoo! 

rooms easily takes its subordinate pos! 

tion as a part of the whole composition, 

suggesting as it does the old fashioned 

New England school house. The littl 
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7 FORUM SPECIFICATION 

Chapel for St. Alban’s Parish, Bexley, Columbus, O.,. Miller & Reeves, Architects 

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: 
Non-fireproof ° 

superstructure. 

EXTERIOR MATERIALS: 
Shingles. ss 

ROOF : 
Gray shingles.’ 

WINDOWS: 5 
Double-hung, wood. : 

FLOORS . 
Oak. 

HEATING 
Warm air. 

PLUMBING | 
Usual installation and good fixtures.. 

concrete foundatien: frame 

Note: This is a temporary structure for a new parish. 

AND DATA SHEET—110 

ELECTRICAL 
Conduit. a: 

INTERIOR MILL WORK: 
‘Poplar, painted...- 

INTERIOR WALL FINISH? 
_ Sand-finished plaster. 

DECORATIVE TREATMENT: ae 
Stained wood ceiling ; plain’ plaster walls. 

SEATING CAPACITY: 
100." 

APPROXIMATE CUBIC 
. 62,000. ° 

COST PER CUBIC FOOT:. 
Approximately 24 cents. 

DATE-OF COMPLETION : 
June,. 1925. 

EQUIPMENT :: 

FOOTAGE: 

belfry and sharp spire create the final architectural 

notes needed to complete the “song of frozen music” 

~ to which Ruskin compared architecture long ago. 

The interior design of this exquisite bit of archi- 

tecture shows the same severity and simplicity as the 

White painted wooden benches capped 

with carefully detailed mouldings in mahogany har- 

monize with the soft gray of the plain plaster walls. 

exterior. 

he chancel rail of delicately turned balusters and 

the white paneled altar contrast agreeably with the ° 

nvonastic severity of the interior design. , Relieving 

the gray and white of the furniture and walls, the 

ceiling rafters and beams are stained deep brown, 

Nave, St. Alban’s Chapel 

and the beams are decorated. at. intervals with heral- 

dic devices in colors. The rafter directly over the 

-chancel rail. becomes a rood beam, through the: plac. 7 

ing upon it of a small cross of carved wood. At one 

side of the small church auditorium a passage be 

tween the seats leads to a door which connects with 

the Sunday School rooms in-the wing of the build 

ing. Although simple to the point of austerity, the 

interior of this little church possesses an atmosphere . 

truly religious. 

rial world havé been successfully eliminated. A spirit 

of rest and repose, of sanctity and silence pervades 

this building, the work of creative architectural ability: 

ae gt s=—* 
F . £5 se 

a Re raf Say Ss 

The Main Entrance 

The pomp and glamor of the mate- || 
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Walter Dole 

NOTHER excellent example of a modetn sub- ’ 

urban church, the plan‘and details of which have 

been’ carefully copied from Colonial precedent, is’ 

this brick-veneered church with white painted wood 

trim at Brighton, Mass.- The tall tower with its” 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

EVANGELICAL CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, BRIGHTON, MASS. 

BLACKALL, CLAPP & WHITTEMORE, ARCHITECTS 

solid rectangular base,- penetrated by clock faces-on 

.four sides and its well proportioned and pleasingly 

detailed belfry above, sits solidly above the entrance 

portico of -the church. “This portico shows four 

fluted Tuscan columns standing on low, spreading 
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i “ORU M .SPECIFICATION AND DATA SHEET—| a 

E vangelical & ongregational Church, Brighton, Mass. : ; Blackall, Claus & Whittemore, 
Architects 

| | _ OUTLINE: SPECIFICATIONS INTERIOR MILL WORK: 
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: Oak and white pine. 

. Brick veneer on Wo ve frame. INTERIOR WALL FINISH: 

” EXTERI IR MATERIALS: Plaster, painted. ; E re I. 

se ee ee. - DECORATIVE: TREATMENT: 
ROOF Main auditorium, white and gray = soeial room, 

Slate pre: a 
| oak and tan plaster. a 

WINDOWS pa ee Soc ase |. 

Wood sash’ and -fr: ane ; cathedral glass. SEATING CAPACI ry’: soa Bae |” 
FLOORS: ’ iS ae Main auditorium, 374; main balcony, 217 ; Sun- *L. a: ; , a ' : ; F ) : ore 

Oak, and tile in lobby. day School room, 400. . xa 7 
HEATING ; AP PROXIMATE ee FOOTAGE: ‘ie 

Vapor: 8, 584. . - 

PLUMBING COST PER SQUARE FOOT: 
Enameled fixtures. _ $12.80. < ow op 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: DATE OF COMPLETION : ; ; | 
Lighting, June 26, 1922. 

marble steps and supporting a heavy but simple eti- the-chancel; and the high singing gallery and orna- 

tablature and pediment. As thé columns ‘and en-.* mental treatment of the organ’ at the rear ‘of: the 

tablature are of wood, , it would seem to have been chancel all add dignity and a’ consistent Colonial 

more consistent had the face. of the pediment itself’ “character to the-church auditorium. 

been constructed of the same material instead. of 

brick, In fact the use of some decorative Colonial 

details inthe pediment would have tied together 

more happily the severe and stately entrance portico 

more 

The 

the plain, 

the 

arched detail of 

with mahogany 

supporting the bal 

pulpit-like-reading desk in the center of 

and the 

above. 

decorative the 

white painted pews 

‘rails: stout columns 

cones 7 

Balcony Floor 

Mai n Floo r 

tower 

The floor plans show the, excellent provision which. . ” 

the architects have made for what might be called th« 

“working departments” Nothing in a 

church of this size-could bé more completé.than- the 

rooms for the Sunday School: 

with smaller classrooms opening _ 

of the parish. 

a main ‘hall together 

it, and: with, 

These are re: ached either 

directly from outs side. 

from 

the necessary fetiring rooms. 

from the main auditorium or 

Interior, Brighton Congregational Church 
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o The Boudoir of Madame Du Barry, Versailles 

By C. HAMILTON PRESTON 

‘F all the rooms composing that famous -suite 

at Versailles known as the 

Du Barry, created by Louis XV for the 

royal favorite, the subject of our sketch is the most 

interesting ; as to both design and detail it is unusual. 

Apparently the room was planned as a combina- 

tion boudoir and The customary 

alcove. for the’ bed 1s there; though not so deeply 

recessed. as usual, while all around are:the closets 

arranged to include practically all the paneling of the 

‘room. : This reom, facing on the town side of the 

ts lighted by a single dormer which, 

one of those beautifully 

“mers of 

dressing room. 

Palace, 

designed and detailed dor- 

which ‘there are so many at Versaillés, is 

nevertheless none too large.and gives so little light 

that the room is rather gloomy. - The problem of get- 

ting the requisite height -for the room was managed 

by placing the ceiling high in the roof and stepping 

‘down twice to the height of the dormer. 

ment ‘is most ‘ingenious in spite of the 

. dormer 

This treat- 

fact that the 

seems low.in appearance and tunnel-like 

effect, owing to the length of the: jambs. It is the 

best solution of a difficult problem, and:the effect is 

greatly enhanced by the beauty of the detail: involved, 

In detail of the Louis XV manyer, this room is 

Appartements 

though 

metil 

bottom and intermediate mo 

tifs of each of the panels which form the ‘closets ; 

the narrow panels wherever 

graceful curve and center 

of the alcove: the top, 

unsurpassed. ‘The 

they occur; and the 

curved panels at either side of the alcove are all ex- 

quisite in the grace and-beauty of their curves and 

the rare delicacy of their detail. Nowhere in France 

is there a more satisfactory piece of work of this 

period. The mouldings are varied as to.design and 

‘scale, yet properly -related one to another, robust in 

ier 

detail. . The 

Du Barry 

manner, this room " without peer. 

scale, and never finical. In this room we find ex- 

pressed the best traditions of the Louis XV 

strength throughout ‘and utmost 

mantel is elaborate ‘in 

ornament, though the 

marred and confused by the extraordinarily 

mottlings and markings of the marble, a 

mingling of dark yellows and reds. In the 

been charming in 

as. modified by the 

man 

beauty of 

design and ul- 

usual in design is somewhat 

mixed 

strange 

time of 

this room must. have 

it is the 

Second Empire.: 

color: now usual gray, 

dair-or library in a slightly frivolous and gaysome 

The arrangement 

of the paneling is well adapted to use in a library 

where it is necessary to place the books in glazed cases. 

Mantel, Boudoir of Madame Du Barry , 

As an inspiration for either a bou-, 
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